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ABSTRACT
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Under the Supervision of Professor Elana Levine

This thesis analyzes how Joan Rivers’ comedy content and style changed during the first 30 years of her career and how these changes impacted Rivers’ presentation of her identity as a Jewish female comedian. This project focuses on Joan Rivers’ career in two sections: her early career with its reliance on a self-deprecatory style of humor spanning roughly from her first appearance on The Tonight Show in 1965 to the early 1980s, and a transitional period in her career that saw a shift toward a celebrity gossip style of humor during the 1980s. I perform textual analyses of some of Rivers’ most prominent work during the first 30 years of her career, including her work on the stand-up comedy club circuit, her comedy albums, and her time as a guest host on The Tonight Show. I also perform contextual analyses in order to situate Rivers’ comedy in specific socio-historical moments and to identify how Rivers’ comedy is connected to larger changes in American society. This thesis argues that the changes that Joan Rivers’ comedy content and style experienced during the first 30 years of her career were the product of various changes in American society, including the rise of feminism, the growing popularity of celebrity gossip, and increased competition between female comedians in a changing comedy industry.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

My family loves the show *The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel* and we have watched every episode together. Watching *Maisel* was my first significant introduction to an unapologetically Jewish female comedian unafraid to joke about Jewish culture and customs from a female perspective. I was especially fascinated by the second season of the show, which spends several episodes at a resort in the Catskills, a place close to my heart. Growing up I visited the Catskills a handful of times to stay at my great aunt’s cabin. I have so many fond memories from my time at the cabin. It’s where I first learned how to make a salad and play Rummikub. I would wake up early every morning and my great aunt would take me with her to the general store and buy me ice cream for breakfast. We went on a lot of family hikes and walked around outside taking in the gorgeous mountain views. For me, the Catskills were a quiet slice of heaven with never-ending board games and my favorite great aunt.

I was shocked when I watched *The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel* and discovered that it had once been anything but quiet and peaceful. In fact, for about 20 years it was the premiere post-war vacation destination for Jewish families from New York City.¹ Every summer, families flocked to the giant resorts along the water to get away from the heat in Manhattan. The resorts offered nightly entertainment for their guests and one of the most popular forms of entertainment was stand-up comedy. The resorts helped launch the careers of famous male Jewish comedians like Jackie Mason and Mel Brooks, but through my exploration of the Catskills, I came across a lack of scholarship on female comedians who performed at the resorts.² My research on *The

---

² Samantha Hope Goldstein, “‘Don’t Mind Me, I’ll Just Sit Here In The Dark’: Illuminating the Role of Women in Catskills Performative Culture” (PhD diss., University of California, San Diego, 2000,) 36.
Marvelous Mrs. Maisel and the history of Jewish female comedians in the Catskills brought me to the subject of this thesis, Joan Rivers, one of the few documented female comedians who performed in the Catskills. Rivers did not look back fondly at her time in the Catskills, where she claimed she “bombed,” but her presence there was significant, nonetheless. I was immediately drawn to Rivers because of her work as a celebrity fashion critic on E!’s Fashion Police. However, I was unaware that Rivers’ comedic material had not always revolved around the celebrity content she became famous for. I was also unfamiliar with Rivers’ decades-long career across a myriad of media, including comedy clubs, late-night television, books, movies, and a jewelry line with QVC. The more I learned about Joan Rivers, the more fascinated I became with her successful transmedia career as a trailblazing female comedian. I also began to wonder how Rivers transformed from a purveyor of self-deprecating humor in her early career to the cruel woman I watched on Fashion Police. This thesis is a retrospective analysis that explores Rivers’ comedic journey to Fashion Police and analyzes how she became the “Queen of Mean.”

As important as the Catskills are to me personally, they were just a steppingstone for Joan Rivers as she struggled for recognition as a stand-up comedian. This project explores how Joan Rivers successfully negotiated her multifaceted identity as a female Jewish comedian throughout the first 30 years of her career. I interrogate how the socio-historical contexts of the 1960s, ‘70s, and ‘80s played a role in shaping her comedic performances in terms of both style and content in order to better understand the evolution of Rivers’ comedy persona. One of the main areas of Joan Rivers’ career that I focus on is her identity as a Jewish woman in comedy. I delve into the historical relationship between Jewish women and comedy and try to answer the following questions: How do Jewish female comedians use and engage with humor?; how does Joan Rivers

---

address and express her identity as a female Jewish comedian in her comedy?; and what role does assimilation play in her comedic performance? I use performance clips from YouTube, interviews with Rivers, and taped standup performances to explore how Rivers presented her identity as a Jewish female comedian during the first 30 years of her career.

One of the most impressive aspects of Joan Rivers is the length of her career. Rivers spent over 50 years performing in various capacities. As impressive as her career longevity was, I explore the first 30 years of Rivers’ career in order to showcase a pivotal transitional period in Rivers’ comedy. This project looks at how the changes Rivers’ comedy style and content underwent during this specific time period laid the groundwork for her eventual success with *Fashion Police*. By juxtaposing the stylistic elements of Rivers’ 1960s and ‘70s comedy with Rivers’ 1980s comedy, I am able to perform a detailed analysis of the circumstances that inspired Rivers’ comedic evolution. I interrogate the different ways that Rivers performed her identity as a Jewish woman through both her self-deprecatory humor and her celebrity-focused humor. I also look at the social and cultural forces that may have influenced Rivers’ decision to move toward a new style of comedy performance in the 1980s. I rely on popular press coverage such as that from women’s and news magazines, interviews with Rivers, performance clips, and scholarship about American life during the 1960s, ‘70s, and ‘80s to contextualize Rivers in a particular era. In doing so, I explore how the trajectory of Rivers’ career is the product of specific socio-historical moments.

Watching clips and reading transcripts of Rivers’ comedy performances clearly indicates that Rivers was a product of her time, especially in regard to her discussions of female sexuality and the female body. In this project I answer the following questions about comedy and its socio-historical contexts: how and why does Rivers’ comedy content and style change during the first
30 years of her career?; what makes Rivers’ comedy successful in a certain time and place?; and in what ways did the subject matter that Joan Rivers cover shift across this portion of her career? By answering these questions, I connect Rivers’ comedic material to broader societal issues and expectations. Joan Rivers was able to have such a long career not only because she was able to update her routine to better suit the current moment, but also because her signature material took on different meanings in different socio-historical moments. In particular, in this thesis I examine how women’s changing roles in society during the 1960s, ‘70s, and ‘80s impacted the social acceptability of speaking openly about female sexuality and the female body. Additionally, I address the ways in which Rivers subverted and reinforced harmful female beauty standards in her comedy and what her discussions about beauty and the female body indicate about American culture during a certain era.

Rivers’ comedy content and style changed throughout her career, but this project concentrates on a specific period in Rivers’ career where she underwent her most notable shift in comedic material and style. This thesis focuses on Joan Rivers’ career in two sections: her early career with its reliance on a self-deprecatory style of humor spanning roughly from her first appearance on *The Tonight Show* in 1965 to the early 1980s, and a transitional period in her career that saw a shift toward a celebrity gossip style of humor during the 1980s. The changes that Rivers’ comedy went through during the 1980s were inspired by a multitude of factors, including changes in the comedy industry and larger social, cultural, and political shifts in America. I argue that the changes that America experienced during this time, such as the rise of second-wave feminism, the increased popularity of celebrity gossip, and growing Jewish assimilation, had a profound impact on Rivers’ comedy content and style. As competition grew between female comedians and the popularity of self-deprecatory humor waned, Rivers had to
adopt a new style of comedy in order to stay relevant. During the 1980s, Rivers cultivated a comedy style rooted in the brutal critique of female celebrities in order to stay relevant in a changing comedy landscape. Furthermore, as Rivers’ comedy content and style changed, her presentation of her identity as a Jewish woman evolved through her embodiment of two popular Jewish stereotypes, the Jewish American Princess and the yente. Like the transformation of Rivers’ comedy style and content, the evolution of Rivers’ identity presentation mirrored changing attitudes toward women and Jewish people in America. These factors, especially changing comedy styles and the increased competition present in the comedy business during the 1960s, ‘70s, and ‘80s, all indicate a significant connection between the socio-historical moment that Rivers performed in and the creation of Rivers’ comedy. I contend that the shift that Rivers’ comedy content and style experienced during the first 30 years of her career demonstrates that Rivers’ comedy is a product of a particular time and place, as well as a changing comedy industry.

Throughout this thesis I explore the connection between the various social, cultural, and political changes that occurred in America during the 1960s, ‘70s, and ‘80s and Rivers’ changing comedy content and style. In order to illustrate how Rivers’ comedy changed over the first 30 years of her career, I perform textual analyses of some of Rivers’ most prominent work during that 30-year period, including her work on the stand-up comedy club circuit, her comedy albums, and her time as a guest host on The Tonight Show. This study offers important insight into how Joan Rivers presents and constructs her identity as a Jewish female comedian during the first 30 years of her career, as well as how the socio-historical context of her performances helps shape her comedic material. All of these insights provide an avenue for further research on Joan Rivers specifically and female comedians generally.
Review of the Literature

In order to contextualize my research, I first introduce and discuss the scholarly research that already exists on the subject matter covered in this thesis. This literature review is broken down into four sections: women in comedy, Jewish comedy, stand-up comedy, and Joan Rivers. Each section provides a broad look at scholarship on the topic and an explanation for how I expand those areas of research in regard to Joan Rivers. I provide definitions of important concepts as well as explanations for the relevance of each topic of study to this project.

Women and Comedy

Historically, women and comedy are an understudied field. This is in large part due to the exclusion of women from recorded histories of comedy. Over the past forty years, however, scholars have worked to write women back into the history of comedy. In the late 1980s and 1990s, Nancy Walker and Regina Barreca published books about the history of women’s humor in literature. Both Walker and Barreca argue that the history of comedy is a history of male comedy. Barreca asserts that one reason for the lack of scholarship about women’s comedy is that critics view women’s humor as frivolous and unworthy of critical attention, a viewpoint she deems understandable seeing as women write outside the locus of power. However, Barreca and Walker believe that women’s humor can and does acknowledge and critique issues of oppression, especially when it comes to gender inequality. Much of Barreca’s and Walker’s works deal directly with the relationship between female comedians and power, a subject I cover later in this literature review. For now I offer an overview of how issues of power contribute to

---


the exclusion of women from the history of comedy. Nancy Walker states, “The very invisibility of this significant portion of American humor is one testament to women’s exclusion from power.” In other words, the absence of women from comedy history is indicative of their subordinate position in society. However, this absence is not for lack of trying. Women have always actively participated in the creation of humor, whether through literature, domestic sagas, or skits. Unfortunately, they have rarely been recognized for their contributions to the comedic field.

One possible reason for the exclusion of women from the history of comedy is the belief that women are inherently unfunny. Throughout history, women have been regarded as incapable of understanding or creating humor. In 1959, Reginald Blyth stated “[t]he truth is…that women have not only no humour in themselves but are the cause of the extinction of it in others.” In addition to being accused of having no sense of humor and no ability to joke, women are also accused of extinguishing humor in others. Lisa Merrill offers one possible explanation for the belief that women are humorless: “[b]ut that which women do find funny is frequently misunderstood or devalued…” In other words, men believe that women aren’t funny because they either don’t understand women’s humor or they devalue it completely. I agree with Merrill’s assertion to a certain extent, but the more likely explanation for the belief that women lack the ability to create or understand humor is that recognizing women’s humor as valid and

---

funny would grant women too much discursive power in society. There is power in the successful use of humor so by denying women’s humor, men and society at large are denying women’s power.\textsuperscript{12}

The idea that women are subordinate to men in society plays a large role in scholarship about women and comedy. Historically, men have functioned as gatekeepers of comedy; determining what is and isn’t funny and who was permitted to perform. This power stemmed from their dominant role in society as well as their positions of power as promoters, agents and club owners.\textsuperscript{13} Female comedians and women’s humor were deemed unfunny, foreign and threatening by men; therefore, the male powers that be in the “old boys club” of comedy were averse to hiring female comedians, a trend that continues today.\textsuperscript{14} There are a handful of scholars who have spent time specifying and categorizing the subject matter covered by female comedians.\textsuperscript{15} According to these scholars, women tend to write and perform domestic humor or humor that occurs inside of the home. They also tend to focus on gender-specific issues, such as women’s suffrage, motherhood, and the struggles of being a housewife.\textsuperscript{16} Joanne Gilbert identifies eleven categories of topics commonly covered by female comedians: “sex, relationships, weight/body image, fashion, religion/ethnicity/region, family, gynecology, domestic activities, politics, popular culture phenomena, and random observations.” With the exception of religion, random observations, and politics, this list is heavily gendered, and it clearly supports the argument that women’s humor concentrates heavily on women’s issues. In addition to categorizing the topics covered by female comedians, Gilbert also identified five

\textsuperscript{13} Marlowe, “A Sense,” 268.
\textsuperscript{14} Russell, “Self-deprecatory.”
\textsuperscript{16} Sochen, “Slapsticks,” 147.
different “postures” or approaches that female comedians have adopted in their performance: “the kid”; “the bawd”; “the bitch”; “the whiner”; and “the reporter.” These categories function as a means for women to adopt the stereotypical roles assigned to them by men and male institutions in an effort to ultimately subvert them.

Another reason for women’s exclusion from the history of comedy is that performing comedy goes against society’s definition of proper femininity. To this day, male comedians outnumber female comedians. One explanation for this imbalance is that the characteristics that a comic must possess do not line up with societal ideals of femininity. Walker states, “[h]umor’s inherent posture of superiority—even aggression—is in conflict with traditional notions of female submissiveness and passivity.” Comedy requires verbal aggression, something that women are conditioned to avoid in our society. In order to perform comedy, women must show conversational dominance, eschewing cultural expectations and taking up positions of power.

Conversational dominance and aggression are perfectly acceptable behaviors for men, but women are taught to be passive and subordinate. Historically, like most aspects of human behavior, humor had clearly delineated sex roles. Men were the initiators of humor, while women were the responders. Women were not permitted to initiate humor. Instead, they were expected to merely appreciate men’s humor, even when the jokes were at their sex’s expense. Women were expected to laugh at jokes that denigrated the female sex in order to “belong.” It was deemed appropriate and attractive for women to laugh at men’s jokes, a fact made clear by

17 Gilbert, Performing, 26, 73, 96.
18 Walker, Very Serious, 11-13, 44.
19 Walker, Very Serious, 79.
20 Greenbaum, “Women’s.”
21 Marlowe, “A Sense.”
22 McGhee, “The Role.”; Gilbert, Performing, 27.
articles from teen magazines encouraging girls to laugh at boy’s jokes in order to win their affections. Essentially, women weren’t expected to be completely void of humor, rather they were expected to eschew the creation of their own humor in order to meet societal expectations about proper femininity.  

Proper femininity is characterized by passivity, intellectual inferiority, and submissiveness. Performing comedy directly violates all of these aspects of proper femininity. For a woman to take center stage and perform comedy they must threaten the most basic gender expectations. Leigh Marlowe states that the conversational dominance a comedian must possess violates, “norms of gender-based verbal socialization prescribed for females: passive presentation; hesitant, tentative speech; eye-contact avoidance; and closed body posture.” In other words, when female comedians perform comedy, they are no longer performing femininity. By choosing to perform comedy instead of femininity, the female comedian threatens the “most basic social gender arrangements.” Female comedians are viewed as threatening because of their displays of verbal aggression, dominance, and intelligence. Women’s comedy serves to destabilize gender expectations and challenge the status quo. Through comedy performance, female comedians are able to explore their own power and reject the characteristics of proper femininity.

Comedy and power are inextricably linked. There is power in the role of the comic because they function as social critics. Joanne Gilbert argues that “[c]omics perform a unique and important social function dating back to the traditions of ancient fools—they hold up a mirror to the culture, showing us our (and their) frailties and foibles, eliciting the laughter of

27 Gilbert, Performing, xiv-xv.
This power is doubly important in the hands of female comedians. According to Joyce Antler, as marginalized members of society, female comedians have the ability to “publicly challenge the social structures that keep women from positions of power.” Therefore, female comedians often produce material that directly acknowledges and critiques the gendered inequalities of society. In this vein, comedy acts as a way for women to explore their power by subverting cultural expectations and challenging the structures that reinscribe women’s subordinate position in society. Because female comedians are at odds with gender role norms and because they often point out society’s ills, they are seen as threatening. This poses a problem for female comedians trying to succeed in a male-driven industry. Female comedians have adopted various strategies in order to mitigate their perceived threatening nature for their audiences and the industry. The most popular strategy adopted by women is the use of self-deprecatory humor. Joan Rivers utilized this style of comedy throughout her career as a means of ingratiating herself to audiences. She relied on self-deprecation heavily during the first 20 years of her career because of its ability to mitigate power differences between herself and the audience and because of the overall popularity of the style during the era.

Self-deprecatory humor encompasses humor that is turned on the self. A performer who utilizes self-deprecation makes themselves the subject of their comedic ridicule. Self-deprecatory humor has the potential to serve a myriad of purposes. For one, it has the power to ingratiate a performer to their audience. In this sense, self-deprecatory humor serves to level the playing field between the performer and their audience. This style of humor is not a uniquely female form of humor; however studies show that women utilize self-deprecatory humor at a higher rate than

---

men. Danielle Russell states, “[t]he (implicit) threat of the female speaker is defused when she sets herself up as the target of ridicule.” In order to appear non-threatening to their audience, female comedians must disparage themselves and become the object of laughter. By participating in self-deprecation, female comedians are able to adopt an authoritative position without alienating the majority of their audience. Essentially, self-deprecation complicates the power dynamics between the comedian and the audience. The performer lowers themselves through self-deprecation, granting the audience superiority by pointing out their own inadequacies. However, even after lowering themselves the performer still retains the microphone and the power that comes with it. Therefore, the position of the performer on center stage with a microphone makes their surrender of power through self-deprecation nothing more than an illusion. For most female comedians, self-deprecatory comedy is a means to an end. If they are willing to disparage themselves and other women in their routines, they are more likely to reach a wider audience and have a successful career.

**Jewish Comedy**

The history of Judaism and comedy is rich and complex. There is a bevy of scholarship that recognizes the special relationship between the Jewish religion and humor. In fact, Jewish people, specifically Jewish men, are overrepresented in the field of comedy. A 1980 study found that the infinitesimal proportion of Jewish people in America make up 80% of the comedy industry. According to Elliott Oring, the long history of suffering that Jewish people have endured should mean that they have nothing to laugh about, and the very fact that they do laugh

---

33 Gilbert, *Performing*.
“can only signal the existence of a special relationship between the Jews and humor…” The key to this symbiotic relationship between Judaism and comedy is the Jewish people’s status as minorities.\textsuperscript{37} The tradition of Jewish humor is grounded in Jewish people’s attempts to both combat and come to terms with their outsider status. Jewish humor thus acknowledges Jewish people’s position as minorities while simultaneously making fun of their oppressors.\textsuperscript{38}

Although Jewish identities are a hallmark of American comedy, they were not always showcased. In fact, in the postwar era, Jewish performers, especially vaudeville comedians, were encouraged to downplay their ethnicity. In film and television, vaudeo stars who had once performed for largely urban audiences were suddenly expected to appeal to a much larger audience. The best way to avoid prejudice during this period was to simply downplay one’s Jewishness in an effort to not offend rural and suburban viewers. Television networks pushed their vaudeo performers to remove ethnic references from their acts and rely on sitcom plots to create a more family-friendly program. The struggle between staying true to the ethnic material that gave them their careers and attempting to appeal to a larger, homogenous audience was an experience that many Jewish comedians went through in the postwar period, including Milton Berle, Sid Caesar, and George Burns.\textsuperscript{39} Joan Rivers experienced a similar push toward assimilation as her male counterparts. This project explores this push toward assimilation in depth, tracing how Rivers presented her Jewish identity during two different stages of her career.

Similar to the tradition of women’s humor, Jewish women’s humor has largely gone unnoticed and understudied. Despite its omission from recorded histories of Jewish humor, there is a rich tradition of Jewish women’s humor in the United States. Jewish women have performed

\textsuperscript{38} Walker, \textit{Very Serious}, 115.
comedy in film, television, Yiddish theater, vaudeville, burlesque, nightclubs, radio, Broadway, and stand-up clubs.\textsuperscript{40} Jewish women, like women in general, were not encouraged to pursue a career in comedy. This is due to the cultural expectations of women and more specifically the religious expectations of Jewish women. However, being Jewish is not necessarily religious. Jewishness can also refer to an ethnic group with a shared history and culture. One does not need to follow the Torah or Talmudic law to be Jewish. Nonetheless, much of the literature about Jewish female comedians concentrates on the religious expectations of Jewish women as stated in the Torah. Within American Judaism there are three main denominations: Orthodox, Conservative, and Reform. These denominations range from extremely traditional (Orthodox) to liberal (Reform).\textsuperscript{41} Most of the scholarship on Jewish women in comedy focuses on the strict expectations of Orthodox Jews. Those who belong to the Orthodox denomination follow rabbinic law closely.\textsuperscript{42} In the Orthodox tradition, one of the most important behavioral expectations of Jewish women is “tzniut” or feminine modesty. Jewish women are expected to act shy and humble in order to not attract sexual attention.\textsuperscript{43} Jewish female comedians subvert these expectations in obvious ways. They eschew humility in favor of standing center stage, seeking attention and affirmation. Jewish female comedians are loud, profane, and practice excess. They speak in unladylike ways and talk about taboo subjects like female sexuality.\textsuperscript{44} By performing profane and grotesque comedy instead of practicing modesty, Jewish female comedians stand in opposition to traditional Jewish culture.

\textsuperscript{40} Antler, “One Clove,” 123-24.
\textsuperscript{42} Hartman and Hartman, “Jewish Identity,” 282.
\textsuperscript{44} Mock, “Grotesque,” 106.; Sochen, “From Sophie.”
June Sochen claims that Jewish women are a “double minority.” “As both women and Jews in a male-oriented Christian culture, they are painfully aware of their marginal status.” As a double minority, Jewish women embody a very particular history of Jewish comedy in which their humor operates in opposition to both gender and religious expectations. Nancy Walker and Joanne Gilbert make an interesting connection between the marginalized experience of women and the marginalized experience of ethnic and racial minorities. Walker states, “[t]o a large extent, women have lived apart from the mainstream of American culture, as have members of ethnic and racial minorities. Their angle of vision has been that of the outsider—the one who lives by someone else’s rules in a culture that has denied them independence and power.” Walker goes on to acknowledge that white women hold more power in this equation than women of color, but argues that both groups experience oppression, discrimination, and subordination. This in turn leads women and ethnic and racial minorities to employ subversive strategies in their humor. Gilbert furthers Walker’s initial argument by labelling the humor of outsiders, such as women and racial and ethnic groups, as marginalized. She clearly distinguishes between “marginality” and “minority,” the former dealing with issues of power and control rooted in ideology, and the latter rooted in numbers. For example, women are not a minority because they outnumber men in the United States. However, despite their larger population, women are marginalized by the dominant hegemonic culture. Similar to Walker, Gilbert argues that marginalized groups share comedic strategies. They often point out the hypocrisy of the dominant culture, acting as social critics and subverting the status quo.

Within Jewish culture, there are a multitude of exaggerated stereotypes that are supposedly representative of Jewish women. These include the Jewish mother, the Jewish

45 Sochen, “From Sophie,” 69.
46 Walker, Very Serious, 102, 137-138.
47 Gilbert, Performing, 5.
American princess, the *yente*, and the *kurve* or slut. Each of these stereotypes are regularly employed by Jewish female comedians in their acts. The Jewish mother stereotype describes a woman who is nagging, self-sacrificing, and intrusive. The Jewish American princess, on the other hand, describes a woman who is self-centered, vain, and materialistic. The *yente* is a vulgar woman who loves to gossip, while the *kurve* is a woman who sleeps around. Unlike the other stereotypes, the Jewish mother is not meant to be embodied. Instead, the Jewish mother is presented as a target of comedic ridicule. The Jewish mother stereotype exists to be the butt of the joke. Comedians often combine two or more of these stereotypes to create an entirely new category. For example, the red hot mama is a combination of the Jewish mother and the *kurve*. Sophie Tucker and Belle Barth, women who were not considered traditionally attractive, embodied the red hot mama stereotype through their comedic songs about female sexuality.48 Joan Rivers’ comedic persona encapsulates the Jewish American princess and the *yente* through her concentration on consumerism and her penchant for gossip. Her role as a *yente* is most obvious when she invites the audience to have an intimate conversation with her by using her catchphrase, “Can we talk?”

**Stand-Up Comedy**

So far I’ve spoken about comedy in a general manner. In this section I dive into the intricacies of stand-up comedy. Lawrence E. Mintz states that “[s]tandup comedy is arguably the oldest, most universal, basic, and deeply significant form of humorous expression,” and that it adopts “essentially the same social and cultural roles in practically every known society, past and present.” Mintz tracks the history of stand-up comedy and its function in society. Stand-up comedy can be traced back to the Middle Ages and the tradition of court jesters and fools. Since then, it has played a role in the circus, popular theatre, variety comedy, radio, television, film and

comedy clubs. Like comedy in general, the field of stand-up has historically been dominated by men. In 1960, heterosexual Jewish men made up close to eighty percent of the pool of American comedians and stand-up comedy remains largely a man’s domain to this day.

The majority of the scholarship I’ve discovered on stand-up comedy is concerned with the role of the stand-up comedian and stand-up comedy in our society. According to these scholars, stand-up comedy is a powerful form of communication, because it has the capacity to challenge and critique society writ large through commodified entertainment. Tracy Wuster reiterates the scholarly argument that the role of the stand-up comedian is “as a cultural critic who uses the cloak of humor to disguise social critique” and that “[t]he comedian thus occupies a position of insight that allows him to show the audience unpleasant social truths, as long as the audience can laugh at them, thus disarming their radical danger.” This power to critique controversial and often incendiary societal issues while eliciting laughter is the unique purview of the stand-up comic. In this way, the stand-up comedian acts as a non-threatening comic spokesperson or mediator of our culture, affirming certain aspects of it while also pointing out its ills. Mintz contends that the ideal stand-up performer engages in a type of “sanctioned deviance” related to “the ritual violation of taboos” in cultural traditions. A comedian uses this license for deviant behavior to act as a comic spokesperson and subvert and affirm cultural norms and participate in social criticism. This license for deviance is personified by comedian Lenny Bruce who regularly pushed the envelope and faced repeated obscenity charges for his aggressive and biting social critiques throughout his career. Bruce was Joan Rivers’ greatest
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influence, and she too took on the role of deviant social commentator in her comedy, albeit in a different fashion.55

There are certain characteristics of stand-up comedians that make them suitable for this role. For starters, Mintz argues that “[t]raditionally, the comedian is defective in some way.” This defect or natural weakness generates the audience’s pity and excuses the comedian from the expectations of normal behavior. Without these expectations, the stand-up comedian is able to elicit laughter from the audience through ridiculous and normally unacceptable behavior. The comedian’s performance of their defects thus situates the audience as superior to the defective performer.56 Another important dynamic of stand-up is its intimacy and authenticity. Stand-up comedy routines often appear less like a performance and more like a conversation. The comedian is merely being themselves and speaking to the audience directly.57 This plays into the special relationship between stand-up comedians and their audience. Although the comedian has power because of their position onstage, the audience’s reaction determines how successful their act is. Stand-up comedy is unique in the fact that the audience is integral to the act’s success or failure. The audience’s laughter (or lack thereof) is crucial in determining whether an act is successful. If the audience laughs at a joke then it is deemed funny and the joke is viewed as a success.58 Essentially, the audience is the sole authority on whether something is funny or not. This complex power dynamic is the bedrock of stand-up comedy and a key aspect of Joan Rivers’ career. This project expands upon this literature by addressing how Rivers navigated the

complex power relationships present in stand-up comedy during the 1960s, ‘70s, and ‘80s. Specifically, it illuminates how Rivers utilized the audience in her comedic performance.

Joan Rivers

There is a significant amount of scholarly work that discusses Joan Rivers and her career. For the most part, this work is not centered on Joan Rivers, rather Rivers is included or referenced in works about Jewish comedy, aging, stand-up comedy, and female comedians. However, the works that do concentrate entirely on Rivers focus most of their attention on the details of her career. Her early life and career are popular topics, with scholars discussing Rivers’ childhood and family life, her aspirations of becoming a serious actress, her time with Chicago’s Second City, her struggles as a stand-up comedian playing clubs, and her eventual success on The Tonight Show.\(^{59}\) The feud between Rivers and Johnny Carson after her exit from The Tonight Show to host her own rival late-night show is oft mentioned by scholars. Bernard Timberg dedicates part of a chapter of his book to the subject, outlining the timeline of events and reporting on the media response to the “talk-show war.”\(^{60}\) Several scholars have written about Rivers’ later career, including her time as a red carpet correspondent, fashion critic, and QVC guest host. These articles discuss how Rivers speaks about the aging female body, how she attempts to curtail her own aging through plastic surgery, and how her time as a red carpet correspondent and fashion critic give her credibility on QVC.\(^{61}\) However, this scholarship concentrating on Rivers’ career does not address how Rivers presents her identity as a Jewish
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woman. This project adds to the existing literature about Rivers by focusing on how her comedic content incorporates her identity as a Jewish woman during the first 30 years of her career.

Above all else, Joan Rivers is a stand-up comedian, so it is not surprising that there is scholarship about Rivers’ relationship with stand-up comedy. This scholarship talks about the gender imbalances in stand-up comedy and how Rivers was able to succeed in a masculine profession. Matte and McFayden discuss the intimacy of stand-up comedy and how Rivers leaned into this aspect of performing. Their article concentrates on Rivers’ signature catchphrase, “Can we talk?,” which Matte and McFayden assert is a means of transforming the audience from a passive participant to an active participant. “Can we talk?” is an invitation to a private conversation in a public arena; it creates a sense of increased intimacy between Rivers and her audience. This increased intimacy allows Rivers to discuss subjects that are considered improper outside of private conversation. Rivers’ comedic content is often controversial and shocking. She discusses everything from women’s health and female sexuality to relationships and celebrity gossip. When Rivers began attacking celebrities for their looks in the 1980s, her career really took off. Her focus on attacking celebrities laid the groundwork for her TV show Fashion Police, which she hosted from 2010 until her death in 2014. In this project, I take scholarship about Rivers’ stand-up material a step further by comparing the subject matter she covered in her act during the 1960s and ‘70s to her content in the 1980s. By doing so, I illustrate how her comedic

content shifted over time and how various social and cultural changes played a role in Rivers’ changing performance style.

Before she turned her aggression on celebrities, Rivers was known for her self-deprecatory comedy. Scholars repeatedly reference how Rivers uses self-deprecation in her comedy and how self-deprecation is connected to her identity as a Jewish female comedian.64 Rivers’ self-deprecation is strategic and serves to level the playing field between herself and the audience. Rivers’ use of self-deprecation ties in with her status as an outsider: a Jewish woman. Rivers is often included in scholarship about Jewish female comedians. Most of this scholarship concentrates on the broad history of Jewish female comedians, but it also includes sections on specific comedians like Rivers. In these works, scholars have discussed how Rivers’ comedy career fits into the broader history of Jewish female comedians and how Jewish female comedians subvert expectations of proper Jewish femininity.65 A handful of scholarship explores the various Jewish stereotypes that Rivers embodies in her comedy, including the yente and the Jewish American princess.66 The connection between Jewish culture and self-deprecatory humor is discussed at length in this scholarship, but it does not adequately cover the socio-historical context of the style. This project analyzes self-deprecatory humor’s cultural position during the 1960s and ‘70s and how that impacted Rivers’ decision to utilize the style. Additionally, I explore how Rivers’ use of self-deprecation functions as a presentation of her identity as a Jewish woman. This project expands upon existing scholarship and focuses in depth on how Rivers presents her identity as a Jewish female comedian during the first 30 years of her career.
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and why changes in the presentation of her identity as a Jewish woman point to larger trends in society.

**Methods**

In this project, I use textual analysis to engage with examples of Rivers’ comedic performances in order to analyze how the content and style of her performance changes over the first 30 years of her career. My textual analysis looks at various television offerings from Rivers’ early career, including YouTube clips of Rivers as a guest and host on *The Tonight Show* with Johnny Carson, interviews and stand-up performances from other late-night shows, and clips from Rivers’ stand-up performances. I also look at Rivers’ first three comedy albums that span from 1965 to 1983 and her first autobiography *Enter Talking*. I use these texts to analyze the themes present in Rivers’ comedic performances as well as how and if these themes fluctuate over time. Specifically, I analyze how Rivers engages in discussions about Judaism, women’s issues, and the female body.

In my analysis, I incorporate articles about Rivers from trade journals, newspapers, and popular women’s magazines. These articles help to contextualize Rivers in certain historical moments while providing important information about her career and life. In these articles I look at how Rivers is spoken about in the press, as well as how Rivers characterizes her own work and career. By including these publications, I offer a nuanced look at Rivers as a person as well as a broad overview of her career, which results in a more fruitful analysis of her comedic content and career.

Additionally, I perform various contextual analyses in order to support my claims that Rivers’ comedy content and style are a product of a particular time and place. I use scholarly works about American life during the 1960s, ‘70s, and ‘80s to trace the significant social,
cultural, and political changes that occurred during the first 30 years of Rivers’ career. More specifically, I use scholarship to contextualize concepts relevant to Rivers’ comedy performance, such as feminism, female body ideals, and Jewish assimilation, at different points in Rivers’ career. In doing so, I identify how Rivers’ comedy is connected to larger changes in American society. I also analyze how changes in the comedy industry during the first 30 years of Rivers’ career impacted her comedy style and content. New developments in the comedy industry, including increased competition between female comedians, the waning popularity of different comedic styles, and the emergence of new comedy styles all played a role in Rivers’ comedic evolution. By performing these contextual analyses, I illustrate how the various social, cultural, and political changes that America underwent during the 1960s, ‘70s, and ‘80s impacted Rivers’ comedy content and style. Contextualizing Rivers’ career and connecting changes in Rivers’ comedy to broader changes in American society is an essential part of this project, because it supports my overall argument that the Rivers’ comedy content and style are a product of a particular time and place.

**Chapter Breakdown**

The second chapter of this project focuses on Rivers’ early career as a standup comedian performing in comedy clubs and as a guest host on *The Tonight Show* spanning roughly from 1965-1980. I explore how Rivers’ use of self-deprecating humor is a product of her identity as a Jewish woman during a specific era. I analyze how Rivers presents her identity as a Jewish female comedian by looking at how she speaks about Judaism and the female experience in her comedic material. I specifically look at the connection between Rivers’ content and Jewish assimilation in postwar America. I also examine how Rivers talks about her own body, and more generally the female body, in her act. Additionally, I discuss how Rivers fits into the broader
history of Jewish female comedians, as well as Jewish comedians and female comedians more generally. In this chapter, I argue that Rivers’ use of a self-deprecatory style of humor stemmed from a combination of factors, including the general popularity of the style during the era and the style’s ability to mitigate the threat that a female comedian posed to audiences at the time.

Additionally, I contend that the historical ties between self-deprecatory humor, Judaism, and women played a role in Rivers’ decision to use the style in her act. During this portion of her career, Rivers used self-deprecation to comment on relevant issues in American society, such as the changing roles of women and Jewish assimilation. River’s adoption of the popular self-deprecatory style of humor and her timely material that addressed the social, cultural, and political changes that occurred in America during the 1960s and ‘70s clearly illustrates how her 1960s and ‘70s comedy content and style were a product of changing ideas about gender and ethnicity.

The third chapter focuses on Rivers’ career during the 1980s using clips from The Tonight Show, interviews, and stand-up performances. The chapter explores how Rivers’ comedic material shifted from a more introspective style during the 1960s and ‘70s to a focus on making fun of celebrities in the 1980s. I analyze how Rivers’ comedic style and content shift during this time period, and how that shift impacts the presentation of her identity as a Jewish female comedian in her performance. Specifically, I look at the various Jewish stereotypes that Rivers embodies during this era. I explore the role that various social and cultural shifts play in Rivers’ changing content and style, as well as what these changes indicate about the comedy industry. I also discuss the connection between celebrity gossip and women and the function of that connection in Rivers’ performance. Additionally, I address how Rivers’ discussions about female bodies progressed in her comedic content. In this chapter I argue that Rivers’ transition
from self-deprecation to a celebrity gossip style of humor was a result of various industrial, social, cultural, and political shifts that occurred in the 1980s. One reason why Rivers updated her comedy content and style was to remain relevant in an increasingly competitive comedy industry. As more female comedians became successful, Rivers had to find a way to set herself apart. Additionally, Rivers’ celebrity gossip-focused content took advantage of the increasing popularity of celebrity gossip in American culture. It also showcased her identity as a Jewish woman due to the cultural connection between women and gossip, and Rivers’ embodiment of a gossiping Jewish stereotype. Furthermore, Rivers’ new content about female celebrities allowed her to continue her discussions about female body ideals and beauty expectations, both of which were in flux during the 1980s due to the fitness craze in America. The 1980s also marked a cultural and political shift to the right with the election of Ronald Reagan and the evolution of the New Right. All of these developments factored into Rivers’ changing comedy persona as she continued to discuss relevant issues like body image, Jewish assimilation, and women’s changing roles in society in her act.

The fourth chapter includes a brief summary of the first three chapters as well as a conclusion. I address the limitations of this project and how future research could overcome these limitations. I also include calls for further research on Joan Rivers, Jewish female comedians, and how female comedians from different eras talk about the female body in their act.
Chapter 2

Joan Rivers: Comedy and Identity in Postwar America

This chapter will discuss the comedy style and content of Rivers’ early career, spanning from 1965 to the early 1980s, in relation to her identity as a Jewish female comedian. I argue that Rivers employed a self-deprecatory style of humor rooted in her identity as a Jewish woman to communicate her status as both an insider and outsider. Through her comedy content, she painted a picture of herself as an outsider, but her physical appearance and commercial success pointed to her position as an insider. This paradox is a central component of her comedy content and style in her early career. Additionally, I argue that Rivers’ use of self-deprecation is tied to the physicality of her performance and to her conversational style of comedy. Rivers uses her face and body to highlight her self-deprecating material and communicate her inadequacies to the audience. Rivers also conveys her Jewish and female identities through her physicality by engaging in traditional Jewish superstitious actions and by performing in a melodramatic manner. Additionally, Rivers’ self-deprecatory material ingratiates her to the audience and minimizes the power differences between performer and audience. In doing so, Rivers creates an environment that allows her to speak to her audience in a conversational manner and gives the audience permission to respond.

Furthermore, I argue that the comedic styles and content that Rivers utilized in her early career are a product of the time period she performed in, as well as her personal milestones. Rivers’ early career took place in a post-WWII America experiencing numerous cultural shifts, including Jewish Americanization, the growth of the middle class, a turn toward consumerism, changes in women’s roles in society, and the beginning of second-wave feminism. These cultural changes had a profound impact on Jewish and female populations and inspired much of River’s
comedic content. Rivers’ comedic material focused on issues relevant to women and Jewish people in a changing society, including jokes about women’s roles in society and jokes featuring popular ethnic stereotypes. Her jokes also shifted as she reached different personal milestones, including marriage and the birth of her daughter, Melissa.

I contend that Rivers’ use of self-deprecation plays a large role in shaping her identity as a Jewish female comedian during her early career, because of the connection between Judaism, femininity, and the insider/outsider paradox. Women and Jewish people are considered marginalized due to their cultural position on the outskirts of American society. Even though they make up a larger portion of the population than men, women are marginalized by the dominant male culture. Similarly, the insider/outsider paradox mirrors the duality of the Jewish identity as the chosen people/victimized minority.67 Jewish people are marginalized by the dominant Christian culture in the United States due to their smaller population and their status as religious and ethnic immigrants. By employing a self-deprecatory style of humor, Rivers solidifies her identity as an outsider and continues the traditional link between self-deprecation and Judaism, as well as self-deprecation and women. Through her use of self-deprecatory humor, Rivers successfully embodies the insider/outsider paradox central to her comedic persona. I also argue that, in turn, Rivers’ identity as a Jewish female comedian influences her use of self-deprecation, because of the historical use of the style by Jewish female comedians who preceded her. Rivers was not the first Jewish female comedian to experience success using a self-deprecating style of humor. In fact, Phyllis Diller built her career on self-deprecation ten years prior to Rivers’ big break on The Tonight Show.

The majority of the content referenced in this chapter is from after Rivers’ first Tonight Show appearance in 1965. This is due to a lack of records of her earlier performances in smaller
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comedy clubs. However, Rivers does offer important insight into the comedic content of her early career in her first autobiography, *Enter Talking*, which I reference throughout this chapter. Her autobiography also includes important insights into Rivers’ personal thoughts about her comedic content and style. In addition to Rivers’ autobiography, my textual analysis relies on clips from her appearances as a guest on *The Tonight Show*, clips from her stand-up routines and interviews on other talk shows, clips from her monologues as host of *The Tonight Show*, and her first three comedy albums. This chapter is broken down into two main sections. The first section concentrates on the comedic styles that Rivers employs in her early career, and the second section focuses on the subject matter covered in Rivers’ comedic content. By looking at Rivers’ comedy routines during this portion of her career, I will showcase the importance of her identity as a Jewish female comedian to her comedy content and performance.

**The Self-Deprecation and Comedic Physicality of Joan Rivers**

The hallmark of Rivers’ early comedic style was self-deprecation. This style choice did not go unnoticed. In 1965, at the very beginning of her career, a critic pointed out that Rivers’ main comedy target was herself.68 Her tumultuous childhood, her experience being the fat kid, her lack of sex appeal and her unsuccessful romantic endeavors were subject areas that she mined. Rivers’ jokes at her own expense were ruthless, often eliciting gasps as well as uproarious laughter from crowds. She built her act around a character she created during her time with Chicago’s improvisational group, Second City. The character, Rita, was a version of Joan herself: an ethnic loser who could not get married. Joan used the Rita character to form her self-deprecating comedy persona. At the beginning of her career as a single woman, she often lamented that no men wanted to date her. After she married Edgar Rosenberg in 1965, Rivers
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transformed her persona from the ugly girl who couldn’t get married to the ugly girl who got married but was still sexually unappealing.\textsuperscript{69} The persona that Rivers created during the early years of her career was the embodiment of “woe is me.” Onstage she was constantly complaining about her life and feeling sorry for herself, but offstage she was experiencing great success in her career and personal life. By using self-deprecatory humor, Rivers created a comedy identity as both an insider and an outsider.

Rivers presented her role as the outsider ugly ethnic girl throughout the first stage of her career. She often referenced her time as a fat, ugly child, saying things like, “I was my own buddy at camp because I was so fat,” “It took them three days to pierce my ears,” “I was ugly, a furrier once tried to club me,” and “I was, in Larchmont, New York, the ugliest teenager you have ever seen. I mean acne was my best feature.”\textsuperscript{70} Though these statements were obviously hyperbolic, there was no reason why the audience should not believe that Joan grew up fat and ugly. By highlighting her childhood trauma, Rivers firmly situated herself on the outside. However, when Joan began taking swipes at her modern appearance, she made way for the insider/outsider paradox. On \textit{The Tonight Show} in 1984, Rivers speaks about gaining weight and needing to diet.\textsuperscript{71} In doing so, she attempts to connect her modern appearance with the fat girl from her past. This is an example of Rivers trying to cast herself as an outsider through self-deprecation. Rivers was less believable when she spoke about her modern body because she was


a thin woman. Rivers was no longer the chubby outsider but, rather, the svelte insider. This is where the true humor of her self-deprecating style lived, in the incongruities. The absurdity of a visibly thin woman referring to herself as fat created a comedic juxtaposition between what the audience saw and how Joan Rivers described herself.

Another example of the insider/outsider paradox comes from Rivers’ jokes about her lack of sex appeal. These jokes attempt to personify Rivers as an undesirable loser. For example, as a guest on The Tonight Show in 1980, Rivers says things like, “I was gang rejected by 12 muggers once in Central Park,” “Guys on death row say, ‘let’s just be friends,’” and “Last night I said to my husband, ‘Edgar would you call me an attractive woman?’ and he said, ‘Call your own.’”

When Rivers made these jokes about herself, her statements directly opposed her physical appearance. She looked glamorous and attractive, always dressed in the latest fashions. Rivers painted herself as an ugly loser that nobody wanted and yet she was the very opposite. She was a well-dressed, married, beautiful woman with a successful career. As hard as she tried to depict herself as a fat, ugly outsider, her presence on television, her slim figure, her successful marriage, and her glamorous wardrobe solidified her status as a Hollywood insider. In her material, Rivers presented a negative perception of herself as ugly, fat, and unwanted. The reason this material worked was because Rivers was obviously none of those things. The comedy lay in the inconsistencies of perception. The irrationality of a rich, attractive, successful woman calling herself ugly and unappealing is what made these jokes funny.

Rivers’ use of self-deprecating humor was not groundbreaking or surprising. Rivers performed in an era when female comedians needed to present themselves as ugly or
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insufficiently feminine to succeed in comedy. In fact, two of Rivers’ comedic predecessors had already found success using self-deprecation. Phyllis Diller’s and Totie Fields’ self-deprecating humor paved the way for Rivers. However, Rivers’ attractive appearance set her apart from other self-deprecating female comedians of the era. Unlike Phyllis Diller, who regularly performed in an intentionally unattractive “fright wig,” or Totie Fields, who was noticeably overweight, Rivers appeared coiffed and glamorous. Rivers’ appearance brought a new dimension to the self-deprecating style of humor which made her act seem fresh and unique. Even male comedians from the same era, like Woody Allen and Don Knotts, were purveyors of self-deprecating humor.

The popularity of the self-deprecating style during the 1950s and 1960s suggests that Rivers’ self-deprecation was a product of her time. In order to have a successful comedy career during that era, female comedians had to perform in gender-appropriate ways to make themselves palatable for audiences. Self-deprecation was one strategy that female comedians used to ingratiate themselves to audiences so they could successfully command the stage. Rivers employed a self-deprecating style in order to neutralize the threat that an attractive female comedian posed to mainstream audiences in the 1950s and 1960s. However, I argue that in addition to the style’s popularity, Rivers’ use of self-deprecation also stems from her identity as a Jewish woman.

There is a strong historical connection between female comedians and self-deprecation. This connection stems from issues of power and control, especially in stand-up comedy. Stand-up was a man’s domain when Rivers began pursuing a career in comedy in the late 1950s. It was
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viewed as normal and expected for men to control an audience through laughter, but the same was not true for women. In fact, female comedians were viewed as a threat to the status quo. A woman asserting herself onstage and wielding the power and control necessary to hold the attention of an audience was not an acceptable phenomenon. There was an expectation for funny women to make themselves smaller in order to accommodate men. This was a situation that Rivers was acutely aware of. In her autobiography, she states, “[W]e agreed femininity and humor were not supposed to go together and men were thrown off balance by us, were afraid of us, and we had to hold back, be careful not to banter with them, not to top them.” Despite societal pressures, Rivers and other women found ways to be funny without threatening men or their audiences. One way that female comedians were able to negotiate the power difference between performer and audience was by making themselves the butt of the joke. By putting themselves down and inviting the audience to laugh at them, female comedians ingratiated themselves to audiences. Through self-deprecation, these women were able to make audiences feel more at ease with their performance role.

Self-deprecation is not just commonly employed by women. Self-deprecatory humor is also a mainstay of marginalized humor, especially humor that comes from minority religious and racial groups, such as Jewish people and African Americans. Historically, Jewish people have often participated in the creation of self-deprecatory humor in order to ingratiate themselves to the dominant culture. Unlike other marginalized groups, Jewish people have historically situated themselves close to the center of power, but never quite in its reach. This juxtaposition creates a tension when Jewish people seek to be classified as insiders, but don’t want to give up their
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Jewish identity in the process. This tension was especially prevalent in American society in the 1950s and 1960s. After World War II, there was a cultural push toward Americanization in Jewish communities. Many Jewish families experienced affluence and entered the middle class, which became their path to Americanization. These families abandoned their urban lives and moved to the suburbs in large numbers, retaining their cultural and community ties by living in close proximity to one another.

Rivers grew up during this transitional period. She was the daughter of Russian immigrants who moved their family to the suburbs when Rivers was just a girl. Americanization was especially important for Jewish immigrants who struggled to assimilate to American culture before the war. After the war, Jewish immigrants were able to enter the cultural mainstream because of their participation in the marketplace, their entry into the middle class, and their adoption of the postwar American consumerist ideology. However, despite entering the cultural mainstream, many Jewish people in the suburbs experienced prejudice from their non-Jewish neighbors. The tension between entering the cultural mainstream through their middle-class status while remaining a marginalized community facing discrimination exemplified the insider/outsider paradox that many Jewish people experienced. Growing up and performing in postwar America made Rivers’ decision to build her comedy persona around the insider/outsider paradox understandable. Although she grew up in a middle-class family and became a successful comedian, Rivers remained a member of an ethnic group victimized by prejudice and intolerance. Like female Jewish comedians before her, Rivers was marginalized by her Jewish identity as well as her female identity. This dual marginality is central to Joan Rivers’ comedic
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style in which she perpetuates herself as the proverbial outsider while appearing to be the consummate insider. This perpetual struggle to negotiate the terms of their insider/outsider status made self-deprecation an obvious stylistic choice for Jewish female comedians in the postwar era.

The insider/outsider dynamic that Jewish people experienced in postwar America fits well with the “us vs. them” nature of marginalized humor, in which the comedian casts themself as the outsider.84 The examples of Rivers’ comedic material from earlier in this chapter illustrate how Rivers used self-deprecatory humor to mimic the insider/outsider status of the Jewish people. Because of her identity as a Jewish woman and the paradox that it caused, Rivers could never truly belong in middle-class America. This was a fact that Rivers was acutely aware of. Her frenetic delivery in her routines of this era appears desperate at times, as if she is begging the audience to accept her, to tell her that she belongs. In other moments, she seems to experience comfort in the paradox. Her routines were the most exciting and “on” when she was taking aim at herself. When she leaned into her marginalized status as a Jewish woman and adopted the mindset of the proverbial outsider through her self-deprecatory material, she soared. This is the true paradox of Joan Rivers’ early reliance on self-deprecation: she didn’t achieve success until she put herself on the chopping block.

Self-deprecation was not the only style of comedy utilized by Joan Rivers in her early career. Rivers also embraced a conversational style in her comedy. Oftentimes her performances seemed more like she was telling stories to friends than performing for an audience. One of the reasons why Rivers adopted this style was because it created intimacy between herself and the audience. This was seen most clearly in her catchphrase, “Can we talk?” When Rivers said, “Can we talk?” to her audience, she invited them to an intimate conversation, and gave them
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permission to become active participants in her act. This invitation was unsurprising, because Rivers regularly interacted with her audiences during her performances. When Rivers guest hosted *The Tonight Show*, she would often choose one person to speak to in the audience during her opening monologue. She would ask them personal questions about their life and their relationship status and use their answers to create new jokes. Rivers credits this strategy to her time improvising with Second City, where she was trained to see the audience as her improvisational partner, gleaning inspiration from their responses.\(^8^5\) It is important to note that Rivers usually chose to speak to female audience members. I contend that she chose to converse with women because they provided her with subject matter she felt comfortable speaking about. Rivers’ choice to speak directly to female audience members is further indication that her intimate treatment of the audience was heavily gendered. By inviting the audience, specifically women, into her act, Rivers treated them like girlfriends she could confide in.

On paper, relying on a conversational style of humor makes sense for a female comedian. However, at the beginning of Rivers’ career it wasn’t a safe stylistic choice because of its femininity. Despite the risk, Rivers chose to adopt a feminine style of humor and focus on women’s issues, because she didn’t want to be another female comedian doing, “a woman’s version of men’s acts.”\(^8^6\) For Rivers, it was important to embrace her identity as a woman, so much so that she built her entire act around it. The conversational style of humor was so effective for Rivers because it lined up with her identity as a Jewish woman. By embracing her identity as a Jewish woman, Rivers was able to build an act rooted in personal experience and honesty. This differed greatly from other female comedians of the era who relied on gimmicks, costumes, and comedy characters completely separate from themselves to create a successful comedy act.
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Women like Jean Carroll and Patsy Abbott used their musical talent and sang comedic songs in their acts. Belle Barth and Pearl Williams played “red hot mamas” when they performed explicit sexual material for audiences. Phyllis Diller and Totie Fields performed self-deprecating material like Rivers, but they relied on appearing goofy and unattractive in order to be funny. The desire to break away from the stylistic choices of her female predecessors allowed Rivers to embody a version of herself onstage, a Jewish woman sharing her struggles with a group of friends.

Another facet of River’s early comedy style was her physicality. Rivers did not engage in slapstick comedy, but she did use her face and body to support her comedic material. One of Rivers’ most-used gestures during her early career was sticking her finger into her open mouth to indicate disgust. She did this when she discussed her physical appearance and when she spoke about housework. This gesture hammered home her use of self-deprecatory humor, adding a layer to Rivers’ disgust with her own appearance. When she was a guest on The Tonight Show, Rivers would often contort her face when she mimicked others or made fun of herself. In one particularly animated performance on The Carol Burnett Show from 1974, Rivers starts out sitting on a stool, but once she stands up, she becomes a ball of frenetic energy. She moves her hands continuously while she talks, she walks to the edge of the stage and leans in toward the audience trying to draw them in until, eventually, she gets down on her knees to speak directly to individuals in the audience. Later in the performance, after she talks about her lack of sex appeal,

Rivers throws herself onto the floor of the stage and pretends to cry. The physicality of this particular performance is reminiscent of a classic melodrama, full of grandiose emotional displays. Rivers uses her face and body to convey a whole range of emotions from shame, glee, boredom, and anger to despair. This over dramatic display fits in well with the idea that women are more emotional and dramatic than men. It also allows Rivers to command her audience’s attention. It’s almost as if she’s waving her arms around and saying, “Look at me!” By adopting such a dramatic physicality, Rivers solidifies her identity as a loud, over-the-top woman. In doing so, she joins the ranks of other successful female comedians who relied on dramatic displays and brashness in their performances, including Carol Burnett, Patsy Abbott, Belle Barth, and Pearl Williams. Her sheer volume and physical presence onstage ensure that she is heard and seen in an industry dominated by men.

In the beginning of her career, Rivers often took part in physical acts rooted in superstition. I contend that these gestures were a physical manifestation of Rivers’ Jewish identity which she used for comedic effect. Additionally, superstition’s feminized characterization supports my argument that Rivers’ act is gendered. During her performances, she would spit three times when discussing concepts or activities she deemed unpleasant. She would also knock on wood when she spoke about the good things in her life. These superstitious actions were rooted in Rivers’ Jewish identity. There is a significant historical connection between the Jewish people and superstition. One of the most common Jewish superstitions is the evil eye. Jewish superstition sees the evil eye as a sinister influence activated by envy, jealousy, and hatred. There are over 80 recorded strategies used by Jewish people for warding off the evil eye. Some of the most common modern strategies include spitting three times, saying *keyn ayen*
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hore (“may there be no evil eye”), and wearing or hanging a hamsa amulet. Spitting three times is a particularly interesting strategy, because it can be both preventative and counteractive. In Rivers’ act, it is used counteractively to defeat the evil eye. During a monologue on The Tonight Show in 1984, Rivers talks about her deep-seated hatred for housework. When she says the word “cleaning,” she immediately follows by spitting three times, indicating that she believes that cleaning is a terrible, evil thing. The humor in this action lies in the characterization of domestic labor as evil at a time when attitudes about women’s roles in the home were changing. Also, though housework can be tedious, labelling it “evil” was an exaggeration that Rivers used for comedic effect. Similarly, in a 1983 interview, Rivers talks about how looks are more important than brains for women. She says, “Education for women?” and proceeds to spit three times. Again, Rivers is responding to something she deems evil or terrible at a time when public attitudes about women and education were shifting. It is also ironic because Rivers was a college-educated woman with a successful career. Rivers uses this superstitious action to elicit laughter by labelling something seemingly innocuous as “evil.” Additionally, Rivers’ repeated use of this superstitious strategy is a physical manifestation of her Jewish identity. However, the Jewish origins of the ritual may not be obvious for audiences, who could view it as an eccentric habit rather than a religious practice. Even if audiences don’t connect the ritual to Rivers’ Jewish identity, its presence in her act is still significant, because it indicates that even though her act is not built around her ethnicity like other Jewish comedians of the time, she is still displaying her
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Jewishness onstage. In doing so, she aligns herself with a rich history of Jewish comedians, like her comedy inspiration Lenny Bruce, who highlighted their ethnic identities in their acts. By including aspects of her ethnicity in her acts, Rivers proves she is part of Jewish comedy history.

Another superstitious action that Rivers does onstage is knocking on wood. For Rivers, knocking on wood was used after saying something positive to ensure a good outcome. Though knocking on wood has traditionally been linked to Christianity, there are some sources that connect knocking on wood and Judaism. These sources claim that during the Spanish Inquisition, Jewish people used secret codes to gain entry into wooden synagogues. Thus, the tradition of knocking on wood began. Rivers uses the action of knocking on wood as a preventative measure. When Rivers speaks about good things that have happened to her or her loved ones, she knocks on wood to ward off evil spirits. In her television appearances, Rivers knocks on wood after she speaks about finally getting married, about Johnny Carson looking good for his age, about her husband treating her well, about getting positive reviews for her book, and about her daughter thriving in life. Many times before she knocks wood she exclaims, “Thank God!” to show gratitude for her good fortune. She uses these expressions in her act because they support her self-deprecatory humor. In her comedy, Rivers portrays herself as hopeless in certain areas of life, such as sex, romance, and beauty. In order to maintain her hapless image, Rivers can’t publicly accept her victories outright. When Rivers knocks on wood she essentially attributes her
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good fortune to luck or superstition, rather than hard work. Rivers’ repeated use of this gesture is funny, because it’s a physical reminder of how hopeless and down-on-her-luck Rivers usually is.

Rivers’ physicality reveals nuanced aspects of her identity. As her career took off, she became more comfortable using her body to support her comedy. By the 1970s, gone was the girl who spent her set sitting on a stool, too afraid to touch the microphone.99 Her over-the-top, melodramatic actions on stage showcased her unapologetic femininity. In opposition to her self-deprecating material, which made her appear inferior to others, Rivers’ physicality made her loom large. Even though her hand movements often appeared like physical manifestations of nervous energy, Rivers’ physicality communicated a sense of confidence. She wasn’t afraid to move around the stage, to take advantage of the space provided. She also ignored the boundaries of the stage, often walking into the audience, looking for someone to inspire her act. This added to her intimacy; not only did she speak to people in the crowd, she also physically joined the crowd. In doing so, Rivers reinforced the conversational style of her comedy. Rivers’ Jewishness was also displayed through her physicality. Her participation in superstitious actions was a clear physical representation of her Jewish cultural identity. The sum of these physical aspects of Rivers’ performances culminated in a complex, fully formed, female Jewish comedian. Rivers’ identity as a Jewish woman was a clear inspiration for both her verbal and physical comedy styles. This indicates just how much Rivers drew from her personal identity to create her comedy act and persona.

**Comedy and Identity in a Changing Postwar Society**

The subject matter covered in Rivers’ comedy content during the early years of her career was also shaped by her identity as a Jewish woman in postwar America. In these early years, Rivers’ act focused on relevant women’s issues, the modern female experience, and popular
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ethnic stereotypes. Within these subject areas, Rivers explored and shared her identity through humor. Rivers’ early career coincided with several significant changes in American culture, including the migration to the suburbs, the baby boom, the return of women to the domestic sphere, and the beginning of second-wave feminism. After World War II, the family became a symbol of security for Americans. From the end of the war until the 1960s, national trends showed that women were marrying at a younger age and having more children. This “baby boom” along with the belief that men should be the sole provider for their families caused many women who worked during the war to leave their jobs. Women were once again relegated to the domestic sphere and expected to take care of the home and their children. During this time, many housewives in the suburbs complained about feeling trapped in their domestic duties and isolated. These complaints came to a head in 1963 when Betty Friedan published *The Feminine Mystique*. The book addressed the issue of educated middle-class housewives who were bored with their domestic duties and felt unfulfilled in life. Friedan urged these women to reject the confinement of domesticity, leave their homes, and pursue careers. *The Feminine Mystique*, which is often credited as one of the catalysts of second-wave feminism, garnered responses from women all over the country. Many women felt relief and recognition while reading the book, but others disagreed with Friedan’s opinions about women assuming domestic roles. The cultural upheaval and changing gender expectations that women experienced after the war
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provided Rivers with the opportunity to comment on women’s lives and society’s expectations of women through a humorous lens.

In the beginning of her career, the majority of Rivers’ content was about women and women’s issues. She spoke about everything from politics, sex, gynecology, and housework to beauty. Through her humor, Rivers addressed the anxieties that many American women felt due to the cultural shifts of the era. Rivers did not experience any significant success until she started to write her own material based on her life. Rivers was acutely aware that her target audience was women. In a 1991 interview with Dick Cavett reminiscing about Rivers’ career, Cavett claimed that most of Rivers’ material was aimed at women because Rivers’ core audience was made up of women.104 He then went on to say that although women made up the bulk of Rivers’ audience, men still laughed at Rivers’ jokes. Rivers disagreed with Cavett and stated that men only found her funny when women were present.105 I contend that this is because men were uncomfortable with Rivers’ subject matter, such as gynecology and childbirth, and did not know the appropriate way to react without women present. Men were also not used to seeing a comedian who did not cater directly to them. Rivers delivered content for women written by a woman. By using her own life experiences, Rivers created an act that female audiences could relate to. Her identity as a woman was the greatest source of inspiration for her comedy act. She followed the advice of the old adage, “Write what you know.” In doing so, Rivers crafted a unique comedy experience for her audiences and invited them into the life and psyche of a modern woman navigating gender expectations in a changing culture.

One of the most taboo topics that Rivers discussed in her act was gynecology. In her autobiography she claimed that the topic seemed tame in 1986 but was shocking in the early
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years of her career. Before Rivers, female comedians did not talk about women’s health in their acts. To do so was considered vulgar and inappropriate, but Rivers was fearless. Her material reflected medical advances in women’s health, making jokes about contraceptives and birth control methods as they were developed in the 1960s and 1970s. In 1984 when she was 51 years old, she joked, “I had a hot flash yesterday, so bad it melted my IUD.” This statement involves women’s health issues as well as the aging female body. Rivers even used the gynecologist to joke about her nonexistent sex life. In 1980, she claimed, “I haven’t seen a gynecologist in four years. Now I figure, if the car’s in the garage, why pay for a mechanic?” However, there were some limitations to this subject matter. In a 1984 interview, Rivers said that talking about women and their periods was the riskiest part of her act, and that television wouldn’t allow her to discuss it on air. That statement indicates how Rivers’ act changed based on the medium. She was able to talk about more controversial subjects in her comedy club performances that she couldn’t talk about on television. This interview revealed that similar to the beginning of her career in the 1960s, Rivers continued to push the boundaries of comedy through her jokes about women’s issues. She proved that women’s health could be funny and paved the way for future female comedians to include jokes about women’s health in their acts.

Rivers liked to talk about societal expectations for women in her act. She used these expectations to write material that subverted them. She often spoke about her distaste for housework, including cooking and cleaning. Rivers even included a track titled “Cooking?” dedicated to her disdain for cooking on her 1969 comedy album. In it she states, “If God wanted
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me to cook he would have given me aluminum hands.” By sharing her opinions, Rivers communicated to her audience that not enjoying or succeeding at housework was ok. In doing so, Rivers created an opportunity for women to discuss their feelings and opinions about their “job” as homemakers. She also called into question the idea that men are attracted to women because of their homemaking skills. During a television appearance in 1974, Rivers stated, “We were never told that men care about looks. We were told that men care that you keep the house clean, which is junk. Housework is stupid.” Similarly, in one of her Tonight Show monologues in 1984, she claimed, “Not one woman was ever made love to ‘cause we kept the house clean.”

Rivers’ jokes about domesticity and housework were present in her comedy material in the 1960s, ‘70s, and ‘80s. The rise of second-wave feminism and concerns about the subjugation of women by the patriarchy played a large role in changing attitudes about women and domesticity. Rivers’ jokes about housework and domestic life were a product of these social movements and the changing ideas about women’s roles that they supported. Therefore, Rivers used the social upheaval of the 1960s, ‘70s, and ‘80s to create jokes that resonated with modern women. By questioning the validity of housework and openly admitting her disdain for it, Rivers subverted the expectation that all women must be first-rate homemakers. Like Friedan and her fellow feminists, Rivers’ jokes about housework echoed the sentiment that femininity and domesticity were not inherently linked. Rivers’ material about her disdain for housework complemented the assertion that women were complex beings with different skillsets and desires who had more to offer than cooking, cleaning, and childcare.

A significant amount of Rivers’ early material focused on women’s bodies and their appearance. She talked about this through her self-deprecatory material in which she critiqued
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her own looks, and through her discussion of female celebrities. Rivers argued that the most important thing a woman could be was attractive. During a television appearance in 1983, she said, “I think looks are very important for women. Oh, much more than brains.”\(^{114}\) She also believed that beautiful women were stupid. In 1982 she claimed that God divides and, “If he makes you gorgeous, gorgeous, gorgeous, he makes you stupid, stupid, stupid.”\(^{115}\) Rivers’ beliefs about the importance of good looks made her self-deprecating material all the more tragic. In Rivers’ world, looks were everything for a woman, and they were the one thing that she believed she didn’t have. Rivers’ claims about the importance of looks juxtaposed second-wave feminism’s beliefs about beauty. In 1963, Friedan argued that a “woman’s world was confined to her own body and beauty,” and that popular women’s magazines played a significant role in communicating and reinforcing beauty ideals and expectations.\(^{116}\) Feminists’ objections to beauty standards were so significant that a large group of women protested the 1968 Miss America Pageant on the grounds that it reinforced the idea that a woman’s worth was determined by her looks.\(^{117}\)

Rivers did not echo these feminist principles in her comedy. Instead, she critiqued her own appearance based on popular beauty standards of the era, including the importance of sexual attractiveness and a slim figure.\(^{118}\) The issues that she had with her body and her appearance were often present in her early material. She complained about being ugly and fat as a child, her unhappiness with her weight, her lack of sex appeal, and her aging body. Even though Rivers
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was making fun of herself, her insecurities were similar to those experienced by women all over
the world. These insecurities were socially constructed, including by media like women’s
magazines that pushed specific beauty ideals on women in the interest of encouraging
consumerism. Instead of critiquing the unrealistic beauty expectations that women faced
during the 1960s, ‘70s, and ‘80s, Rivers ridiculed herself for failing to meet them. Thus, by
writing jokes about her perceived shortcomings, Rivers created content that was relatable for
female audiences at the time but failed to account for changing attitudes about women’s beauty.
This created a tension in Rivers’ comedy persona, because despite benefitting from the gains of
feminism, Rivers chose to go against changing ideas about the beauty industry. It’s impossible to
know Rivers’ true motivations behind this choice, however her comedic persona remained
dedicated to the harmful beauty standards she grew up around rather than questioning them as
did many second-wave feminists of the 1960s, ‘70s, and ‘80s.

Rivers’ self-deprecating jokes about her appearance were some of her most brutal. Her
lack of sex appeal was one of the most-visited topics for her act, so much so that she often wrote
several versions of the same joke to use in her performances. For example, she had a long-
standing joke about running naked through her bedroom in front of her husband Edgar. In each
iteration the essence of the joke remained the same, but Edgar’s response was everchanging. In
one version, Rivers exclaims, “I pointed my finger. Edgar went ‘PHONE HOME.’” Other
responses include, “six more months of winter” and “who shaved the dog?” Rivers’ tendency
to revisit the same joke in a different way was a testament to her ability to recognize what her
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audiences responded to. Rivers spent so much of her act complaining about her lack of sex appeal because it made audiences howl with laughter. Another joke that Rivers used constantly during her early career involved her wedding night. In this particular joke she claims that her wedding night was a disaster because of her lack of breasts. The joke went that, after undressing, “My husband said, ‘let me help you with the buttons,’ and I said, ‘I’m naked!’” Rivers’ self-deprecating depiction of her body invited the audience to laugh at her and provided her with a seemingly never-ending well of material. There was always something Rivers could ridicule about herself, and she never assumed a self-confident attitude on stage. She remained the woman that men didn’t want to sleep with because it was comical in its irrationality and because it fit in with the self-deprecating style of comedy that was so popular at the time.

During her early career, Rivers also made fun of her aging body. When she got her big break on The Tonight Show in 1965, she was 32 years old. She spent the next 21 years as a guest and host of the show, aging in front of the whole country. Toward the end of her tenure on The Tonight Show, Rivers became increasingly vocal about her changing body. By the 1980s, she was regularly complaining about how her body was falling, something that every aging woman could relate to. She made jokes about her sagging breasts, like “My boobies are dropping so fast, I wear a 34 long bra,” and “Edgar said, ‘look you’ve got what every sailor wants, a sunken chest.’” She also made jokes about the lower half of her body, saying things like, “My rear end, it is falling. I walk into a bar, they go ‘bottoms down,’” and “My body is falling so fast my gynecologist wears a hard hat.” These were some of Rivers’ most popular jokes because they resonated with her female audiences. These women were able to come to terms with the realities
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of aging by laughing at Rivers’ expense. However, Rivers’ characterization of the aging female body was negative and did not line up with contemporary feminist ideas about beauty and the female body. Feminism called for women to reject the systems that exerted control over their lives, including consumerism and the beauty industry. Instead of supporting feminist ideals, Rivers’ comments perpetuated sexist expectations placed upon female bodies, because constant pressure for women to combat the natural aging process did not apply to men. Instead of celebrating the strengths of the female body and the positive aspects of aging, Rivers concentrated on everything she deemed wrong and unappealing about her aging body. Even though Rivers spoke about aging in a negative manner, her willingness to discuss the aging female body showed that she did not shy away from uncomfortable truths. By discussing changing female bodies, Rivers gave women a comedic outlet for their own worries and insecurities while simultaneously reinforcing unrealistic beauty expectations for women. Thus, Rivers’ content about the aging female body did not align with popular feminist ideals of the era about the female body, and instead, reinforced the harmful body expectations disseminated by the beauty industry and popular women’s media,

Rivers also spent a great deal of time talking about her weight, especially at the beginning of her mainstream success. Rivers constantly hyperbolized her childhood weight. In her first comedy album from 1965, she claims that her parents put her in plays as a form of therapy to make her forget how fat she was. “It was Christmas time and they put me into the Christmas play and the first part I ever had, I played the three Magi. And I got to do a solo, ‘I Three Kings of Orient Am.’”125 In addition to its commentary on weight, this joke illustrates the dominant Christian ideology present in the United States at the time and how Rivers’ Jewishness made her an outsider in this particular situation. It was odd that a Jewish child performed in a Christmas
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play. Rivers also jokes that in order to cheer her up, her parents would take her for drives. “You know, they’d go for a ride and they’d take me along with them in the U-Haul It.” She did offer the disclaimer that these stories were grossly exaggerated, but the sentiment behind them was true. She continued to worry about her weight throughout her early career. In a 1973 appearance on The Tonight Show, Rivers talked about how she wanted to gain some weight to help mask the wrinkles on her face. She shared that she did not want to gain too much weight because, “I was a very fat kid and I’m scared that it’s going to just go up again.”

Rivers’ fascination with weight did not occur in a vacuum. There were ever-present external societal pressures that women faced regarding body image and weight. As body expectations and trends changed during the early portion of Rivers’ career, one element remained the same. The ideal body types of the 1960s, ‘70s, and ‘80s were all slim. In fact, a study conducted about Playboy centerfolds and Miss America contestants from 1959-1978 found that there was, “a shift in the ideal body standard toward a thinner size.” During this 20-year period, there was also a growing emphasis on dieting in magazines. The increasing emphasis on thinness that occurred in the early part of Rivers’ career likely played a role in her obsession with weight and her desperation to stay thin. Rivers’ material about weight may have been inspired by her real-life experiences, but it was also a product of the shrinking ideal body weight for women at the time. Again, Rivers’ comedic content directly opposed popular feminist beliefs of the era about female body expectations. Rather than focusing on furthering the feminist cause by critiquing female beauty expectations, Rivers maintained those harmful expectations in her material.
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Rivers’ content was not centered around her Jewish identity in the same way that it was centered around her identity as a woman, but she still included Jewish content in her act. During her early career, Rivers struggled to find the best way to present her ethnic identity in her comedy material. Before her big break on *The Tonight Show*, Rivers spent some time performing at the Jewish resorts in the Catskill Mountains. The audiences there were not receptive to her material, and Rivers felt she was, “Not ethnic enough for the Catskills.”

Years later, Rivers’ manager Roy Silver advised her to cut a lot of the ethnic references from her act. Silver wanted her to write jokes that were more universal and could reach a wider audience. The mixed messaging that Rivers received about her ethnic material during her early career made negotiating the number of ethnic references in her act difficult. Eventually, Rivers’ act became centered around her identity as a woman, but she still managed to pepper in some ethnic jokes. In her early comedy albums and television appearances, Rivers made jokes referencing the Bible, Jewish stereotypes, Hitler, and the Nazis. Though these references didn’t occur as often as her self-deprecatory content or jokes about women and celebrities, they still indicate the importance of Rivers’ Jewish identity to her overall comedic persona.

When Rivers made Jewish jokes, she often referred to non-Jewish people as gentiles, the word for those of non-Jewish faith. This word choice is indicative of the us vs. them nature of Rivers’ ethnic comedy persona. By using the word gentile in her act, Rivers situates herself in opposition to those outside her faith. The word isn’t an insult, merely an ethnic way of referring to non-Jewish people, and its use is a clear representation of Rivers’ Jewish identity. Rivers’
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ethnic material also dealt with Jewish stereotypes. She often made jokes about Jewish people that reaffirmed popular stereotypes. There is a widely held stereotype that Jewish people are good with money. This goes hand in hand with the belief that Jewish people are inherently materialistic.\textsuperscript{133} Rivers acknowledged these stereotypical representations of Jewish people in her act. In her 1983 comedy album she speaks about UFOs, claiming, “A saucer has never landed on a Jewish lawn ‘cause we would turn it over to see who made it.”\textsuperscript{134} This joke is a clear reference to Jewish materialism. In the joke, the Jewish person who happens upon the flying saucer isn’t concerned with where it came from or what it is, but rather what brand it is. This supports the stereotype that Jewish people are shallow and superficial and only care about material things. It also mirrored the postwar obsession with consumerism in America.\textsuperscript{135} In another joke from 1981, Rivers makes fun of Jewish people who like country western music. Rivers quips, “If a Jew’s gonna write a country western song, it would be ‘I stand by my accountant.’”\textsuperscript{136} This joke illustrates the clash between Jewish prosperity in postwar America and their status in the middle class with the rural, working class identity of country music. It is also a reference to the idea that Jewish people are obsessed with making and saving money. The job of an accountant is to manage their client’s money, so the joke is implying that Jewish people feel a deep sense of loyalty to the person who takes care of their financial needs. Instead of subverting this harmful stereotype, Rivers uses it to make a joke at the expense of Jewish people. However, Rivers was not disparaging her Jewish identity by making these jokes. Rather, she was participating in
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stereotypical humor because it was a popular comedy style at the time.\textsuperscript{137} Two of the most popular stereotypes in Jewish humor in the late 20\textsuperscript{th} century were the Jewish Mother and the Jewish American Princess. Rivers did not engage with the Jewish Mother stereotype, but she did use the Jewish American Princess to create her comedy persona.

In her act, Rivers embodies the Jewish American Princess (JAP). The JAP is a woman or girl who is obsessed with status, her physical appearance, and consumerism. She always takes and never gives.\textsuperscript{138} Rivers presents herself as a spoiled Jewish woman obsessed with luxury and unwilling to perform household chores.\textsuperscript{139} The most salient aspect of the JAP is her active engagement in consumer culture. The connection between women and consumerism was not limited to Jewish women. Consumer culture dominated the American economy after World War II, and consumer spending became the housewife’s task.\textsuperscript{140} The JAP stereotype developed in response to Jewish suburbanization and was a representation of the postwar affluence that middle-class Jewish families enjoyed. The stereotype came to prominence in the 1970s during the rise of second-wave feminism and in the midst of a cultural reevaluation of who was the breadwinner for the American family. It is not a coincidence that the height of the JAP’s popularity occurred during a time when women began pursuing their own careers. The JAP reflected growing anxieties about changing gender roles as women joined the workforce and Jewish families became dual-income households. The JAP painted a negative picture of Jewish female consumerism, depicting a demanding woman who takes advantage of her hardworking husband or father to purchase luxury goods.\textsuperscript{141} The JAP stereotype embodies a form of
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femininity that many feminists of the era pushed back against. Her unwillingness to work, her rampant desire to consume, and her lack of financial independence were all characteristics that did not align with the ideals of second-wave feminism. In fact, the only aspect of the JAP stereotype that lined up with second-wave feminism’s ideals was her refusal to do housework. Unfortunately, that facet of the JAP was attributed to her laziness rather than her feminist beliefs. Essentially, the stereotype counteracted the reality of women in the workforce by portraying them as lazy, entitled vultures who did nothing to contribute.

Rivers never refers to herself as a JAP, rather she acts in line with the ideal that they hold most sacred: they deserve only the best. The way that Rivers most commonly evoked the JAP stereotype was through her discussion of diamonds. During one of her television appearances she declared, “I don’t exercise, I’m Jewish. If God wanted me to bend over he would put diamonds on the floor.”142 This joke paints Rivers as a woman only concerned with luxury material goods. Rivers solidifies her role as a JAP when she discusses engagement rings with members of her audience. In these jokes, Rivers used her identity as a JAP to portray herself as an authority on luxury and good taste. When Rivers interacted with her audiences, she would often ask the women to put out their hands so she could see their rings. Sometimes she would choose which women she thought were first wives based on their rings, and other times she would merely comment on whether the man did a good job picking it out. On one of her comedy albums, Rivers asks a woman to show her engagement ring to her. At first Rivers tells the girl it isn’t bad, but when she finds out that the girl is Jewish, she completely changes her tune. She yells at the girl, “You’re a Jew and you took that shitty ring? It’s a piece of shit in four prongs!”143 According to Rivers’ joke, the ring is acceptable for a gentile, but a Jewish woman should expect
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more. The humor of these jokes lies in Rivers’ obsession with luxury and the double standard that Rivers harbors for Jewish women. Through her jokes about engagement rings, Rivers asserts that Jewish women must marry a man who has money and is able to provide her with expensive things. These jokes confirm the stereotypical connection between Jewish women and consumerism, and cement Rivers’ status as a JAP.

The most controversial Jewish jokes that Rivers engaged with were jokes about Hitler and the Nazis. Rivers made these jokes to shock her audience. Rivers was constantly pushing the boundaries of comedy, and she enjoyed making people squirm. She never shied away from these jokes, constantly using Hitler as a point of comparison for mean, controlling people. During several Tonight Show appearances, Rivers joked that Hitler couldn’t get her to reveal her age and that Hitler would have loved the audience because they obeyed instructions so well.144 Rivers also joked that when men were examined by a proctologist they could pretend they were being tortured by the Nazis.145 Rivers said that she used the Holocaust in her act “[T]o remind people,” and because it was her nature to make jokes about terrible things.146 Rivers used her Jewish heritage, which gave her a certain amount of leniency, to make jokes about the darkest part of Jewish history. Despite the widespread belief that jokes involving Hitler or the Holocaust were considered distasteful, Rivers continued to include them in her act. Rivers’ identity as a Jewish woman gave her the freedom to joke about the horrors that Jewish people suffered during World War II, although it did not guarantee that people wouldn’t be offended by her material. These jokes showed how Rivers used humor to work through trauma. The horrors of the Holocaust
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loomed large in the minds of Jewish people everywhere, including Rivers, and she used humor to work through her complex emotional response.

The early part of Rivers’ career was defined by her self-deprecating style and her comedic content about women. Rivers used a self-deprecating style of humor to successfully portray her identity as a Jewish female comedian. Her use of self-deprecation was supported by an ethnic and gendered physicality and created a sense of intimacy between Rivers and her audience. Rivers’ use of the style was also inspired by its popularity amongst successful comedians of the era, especially Jewish female comedians. Rivers comedic content was a product of both her Jewish female identity and the time period she performed in. Rivers’ act was dominated by jokes about women. She talked about women’s issues and experiences relevant at the time, including feminism, domestic expectations for women, and women’s health. She used comedy to comment on, reinforce, and subvert society’s expectations for women from the era. She also engaged with Jewish stereotypes in her act, following another popular comedy trend of the time. Overall, Rivers successfully communicated her identity as a Jewish female comedian in postwar America by adopting popular comedy styles of the era to comment on relevant issues for women and Jewish people.
Chapter 3

1980s Culture, Celebrity Gossip, and the Road to Fashion Police

In the 1980s, Joan Rivers’ comedy style and content shifted from self-deprecation to celebrity gossip. Rivers’ newfound focus on celebrities paved the way for her eventual success on a show dedicated to celebrity fashion critique, Fashion Police. In 2010, E!’s Fashion Police became a weekly series. The show, hosted by Joan Rivers and produced by Rivers and her daughter Melissa, focused on critiquing celebrity fashion using humor. Though Rivers occasionally made self-deprecating jokes on the program, the bulk of her material revolved around critiquing celebrities for their fashion choices and their physical appearance. This material was markedly different from Rivers’ early comedy content where she repeatedly denigrated herself for humorous ends.

Fashion Police’s focus on ridiculing celebrities was not a new comedic strategy for Rivers. In fact, during the 1980s, Rivers cultivated a comedy style rooted in celebrity gossip and criticism. Though she continued to perform self-deprecating material, Rivers’ act focused increasingly on making fun of celebrities. I argue that this shift in content stemmed from a combination of social, political and cultural changes that occurred in America during the 1980s. The 1980s marked the rise of tabloids, celebrity culture, and a cultural concentration on fitness which were all factors in Rivers’ changing content and style. The growing popularity of celebrity gossip likely influenced Rivers’ decision to concentrate on ridiculing celebrities in her act. Additionally, the rise of fitness culture may have played a role in Rivers’ choice to concentrate on critiquing the physical appearance of female celebrities in her act. There are many comedic avenues Rivers could have explored with her celebrity material, and I argue that her decision to

ridicule female celebrities for their appearance was linked to the cultural obsession with physical fitness during the 1980s.

Another factor in Rivers’ changing comedy content was the rise of second-wave feminism and the creation of the women’s rights movement. The increased concentration on women’s issues and the fight for gender equality inspired new avenues of exploration in female comedy, including material that directly questioned societal expectations for women. As competition increased for female comedians, it was crucial for Rivers to set herself apart from her contemporaries. Rivers’ big break on *The Tonight Show* occurred as the popularity of self-deprecating humor waned for female comedians, so by the 1980s it was essential for Rivers to modernize her routine. In order to do so, Rivers decided to develop a style all her own. Therefore, the rise of the women’s movement, the popularity of celebrity gossip, and increased competition for female comedians all played a role in Rivers’ decision to forge a new comedy style that capitalized on the popularity of celebrity gossip. Furthermore, the feminized status of celebrity gossip reinforced Rivers’ status as a purveyor of “women’s humor.” By changing some of her content, Rivers brought a fresh perspective to comedy in the 1980s and set herself apart from other modern female comedians.

Despite changes to her comedy style and content, Rivers continued to showcase her identity as a Jewish woman in her act. Through her discussion of celebrities, Rivers embodied a popular gendered Jewish stereotype as a loveable gossip. Rivers’ comedy did not lose any of the stylistic elements present in her 1960s and ‘70s material. Rivers still relied on self-deprecation and a conversational style of humor in her act. She also continued to engage in over-the-top physicality and acts of Jewish superstition. Rivers’ comedy remained frenetic, aggressive, and
full of caustic wit. The difference is that the aggression Rivers aimed at herself in the 1960s and 1970s turned outward toward famous women in the 1980s.

Most of the content referenced in this chapter comes from Rivers’ appearances as a guest and host on *The Tonight Show*. Additionally, I reference Rivers’ 1983 comedy album *What Becomes a Semi-Legend Most?* as well as various taped stand-up performances from the 1980s. This chapter is broken up into two main sections. The first section focuses on the rise of the celebrity gossip industry and how Rivers integrated celebrity gossip into her comedy style. This section also concentrates on how this new comedy style is tied to Rivers’ identity as a Jewish woman. The second section of this chapter focuses on textual analysis of Rivers’ celebrity gossip material. It also explores the impact that changes in American culture, including shifting expectations for the female body, played in shaping Rivers’ comedy content.

**Celebrity Gossip, Feminism, and 1980s Comedy**

Rivers’ newfound focus on celebrities coincided with a new phase in the popularity of celebrity culture and celebrity gossip in American society. The 1980s marked the height of popularity for supermarket tabloids. Publications like *Star, Globe, National Examiner* and the *National Enquirer* had circulations in the millions. The *National Enquirer* in particular was dominated by celebrity content and was Rivers’ favorite gossip publication. In fact, Rivers’ celebrity gossip content often mirrored the style of the *Enquirer* with its cruelty and its blatant disregard for the truth. For both Rivers and the *Enquirer*, all celebrities were fair game.

---
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discussions surrounding celebrities in these publications often involved scandals and immoral behavior. Tabloid coverage of these events was often judgmental and critical. Additionally, there was a focus on female celebrities and their bodies. Many of these magazines and tabloids focused on critiquing the female body, something that Rivers was familiar with through her self-deprecating material. This focus on female bodies and the perpetuation of narrow beauty standards were the very antithesis of feminist beliefs about women’s bodies. Women’s magazines and tabloids championed a tall, thin body type for women and failed to recognize that women’s bodies come in many different shapes and sizes.

Despite their failure to uphold feminist values, publications such as the National Enquirer were extremely popular with female audiences. For a female comedian who focused on women’s interests in her act, Rivers’ adoption of gossip in her routines made sense. The feminized nature of gossip and the massive popularity of celebrities and celebrity gossip in the 1980s likely played a role in Rivers’ decision to add material about celebrities to her act. By adopting this new style of humor, Rivers updated her routine for a new cultural era.

Rivers’ new celebrity content fit in well with her conversational style of humor. According to Jörg Bergmann, the purpose of gossip is to create a sense of intimacy and connection between people. When Rivers gossips in her act, she is inviting the audience to act as her “girlfriends.” She is essentially mimicking the real-world phenomenon where women
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gossip with their friends to bond and create a sense of connection and community. By adding gossip to her routine, Rivers created an opportunity for her audience to create a shared meaning of the world while intimately connecting with them through her material. Rivers’ personal love of celebrity gossip, combined with its popularity amongst women, likely influenced Rivers’ shift in content. In her routines, Rivers gossiped about female celebrities, usually focusing on a few recurring targets like Elizabeth Taylor and Christina Onassis. Similar to her catchphrase, “Can we talk?” there were certain verbal patterns Rivers employed when she spoke about celebrities. After she made a joke about a celebrity and the audience reacted in a shocked manner, Rivers would turn to them and yell, “Grow up!” or say “Oh, shhhhh.” In these moments, Rivers showed her awareness of the crowd while also wielding control over them.

Rivers’ penchant for celebrity gossip is the most clearly gendered comedy style she employed. Gossip is viewed as a feminized form of communication, a designation that discredits its cultural validity and importance. This categorization is used to shame audiences for enjoying feminine media texts and to delegitimize the media form.154 This devaluation of feminine texts is harmful because it disregards their positive characteristics. For example, discussing the lives of celebrities can help people negotiate their feelings about wider social ideologies like those of gender, race, and class.155 When Rivers made fun of Elizabeth Taylor’s weight and the audience laughed, it was a tacit endorsement of Rivers’ opinion that reinforced the shared views between Rivers and her audience.156

Rivers’ use of a gossip style of comedy was successful because of the cultural connection between women and gossip. However, it was also a product of a particular era. I contend that

---

another reason Rivers began including celebrity content in her act was because it set her apart in a growing field of female comedians. Rivers was the most successful female comedian in the United States during the majority of the 1980s but, as she shared in a 1986 interview, she believed it could all disappear overnight.157 Modernizing her comedy content was a strategy that Rivers utilized to help maintain her success and relevance. The celebrity-centered content in Rivers’ act differed greatly from other female comedians in the 1980s. Elayne Boosler utilized an assertive style of women’s comedy and updated traditional Jewish jokes for a new era. Similarly, Sandra Bernhard made the JAP into a dangerous warrior in her act, which was more akin to performance art than comedy. Carol Leifer and Rita Rudner adopted observational styles of humor, with Rudner also performing self-deprecating material. Some women even used their humor to challenge societal expectations and call for change. Emily Levine performed social and political monologues, Roseanne attacked stereotypical images of women through her jokes about housework and motherhood, and Lily Tomlin used a variety of personas to mock the establishment.158 None of these women made celebrity gossip a mainstay of their comedy routine.

In the 1960s and ‘70s, Rivers utilized a self-deprecating style of humor because it was timely and had already proven successful for other female comedians. In the 1980s, however, Rivers became a pioneer of the celebrity gossip style for female comedians. Though material making fun of celebrities had already been introduced by male insult comics like Don Rickles,

they mostly focused their attention on male celebrities like Frank Sinatra and Bob Hope.\textsuperscript{159}

Rivers created her own feminized version of the style by concentrating on the physical appearance of female celebrities. In doing so, she paved the way for future female comedians to adopt a similar style. By the early ‘90s, several female comedians, including Joy Behar, Carrie Snow, and Judy Tenuta, followed in Rivers’ footsteps and verbally attacked celebrities in their act. Almost 20 years after her big break on \textit{The Tonight Show}, Rivers created her own comedy style that inspired female comedians for decades.

Much as in the earlier years of her career, Rivers’ use of celebrity gossip perpetuates her role as an outsider. Rivers positions herself on the outside with her audience when mocking celebrities. She joins the audience and culture at large in their desire to see celebrities humbled. Despite her fame, success, and celebrity, Rivers presents herself as an outsider to these Hollywood types. She attacks beautiful, successful female celebrities because they have the “advantages—such as wealth and beauty—that people like Rivers had to work for.”\textsuperscript{160} Rivers performs her celebrity material with anger and bitterness. This performance of bitterness is just another way that Rivers solidifies her position as an outsider. It seems that even as Rivers guest hosted \textit{The Tonight Show} and interviewed huge stars, she still performed as though she was on the outside looking in. Through her attacks on celebrities, Rivers adapted her outsider persona for a new era. The same bitterness with which Rivers performed her self-deprecatory material in the ‘60s and ‘70s was applied to her celebrity content in the ‘80s. In many ways, this transition in material heightened the performance of anger in Rivers’ act. Rivers being cruel to herself was one thing but transferring that cruelty to female celebrities gave her act a more acerbic feel. This transition to outward cruelty is at the heart of the humor of Rivers’ celebrity material. Her jokes
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about celebrities are funny because of their outrageous, over-the-top cruelty. As these jokes gained more prominence, Rivers solidified her legacy as the “Queen of Mean,” and set herself apart from fellow female comedians of the era.  

Additionally, Rivers’ use of celebrity gossip in her act ties into her identity as a Jewish woman. When she gossips in her act, Rivers takes on the stereotypical role of the Jewish *yente*. The *yente* is a Jewish woman with a penchant for spreading gossip and rumors. However, unlike the neighborhood *yente*, Rivers did not indiscriminately criticize everyone. Instead, she focused her attacks on celebrities with high status. In doing so, Rivers adopted the comedic strategy of “punching up,” or targeting people who are privileged, and only criticized people she deemed above her. In an interview, she talked about how she did not want to hurt anyone in her comedy. She stated, “That’s why I pick on the biggies. They can take it.” This is a questionable statement due to the cruelty of many of Rivers’ jokes, especially those targeting women’s bodies. However, the outrageous cruelty of Rivers’ *yente* is what made the role such an effective comedic persona. Rivers’ jokes about celebrities relied on intense hyperbole loosely tied to truth. Many of these jokes mirrored the traditional *yente*’s focus on people’s physical deformities. Historically, the *yente* often named people after their deformities for comedic effect. Rivers performs a version of this when she refers to Elizabeth Taylor as fat or Christina Onassis as ugly. In her act, Rivers took the traditional Jewish *yente* and updated her for modern times. Instead of creating characters to ridicule, which she had done in the past with the neighborhood whore Heidi Abromowitz, Rivers built her material around popular celebrities of
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the 1980s. Rivers recognized the rising popularity of celebrity gossip magazines and implemented celebrity humor into her act in order to modernize her content and capitalize on a cultural phenomenon.

Though Rivers’ *yente* had a much further reach than the traditional neighborhood rumormonger and her targets were more specific, she retained the scandal-spreading spirit of the *yente*. It is important to note that much like the JAP stereotype that Rivers embodied earlier in her career, the *yente* is a gendered stereotype specifically applied to Jewish women. The fact that Rivers embodied Jewish stereotypes exclusively applied to women is indicative of how intertwined those aspects of her identity were. Another facet of her identity that may have played a role in Rivers’ adoption of the *yente* stereotype was her age. In the 1980s when Rivers began to incorporate the *yente* stereotype into her comedy persona, she was in her late 40s. It is possible that Rivers felt she had aged out of the JAP stereotype that she embodied earlier in her career.

The immaturity associated with the vapid consumerism and unwillingness to work that characterized the JAP may have made Rivers’ performance of the stereotype less believable as she got older. By transitioning from the JAP to the *yente* stereotype, Rivers took on a role that appeared more age-appropriate while retaining the connection to her Jewish identity. Rivers’ transition from the JAP to the *yente* also coincided with numerous ongoing changes in the lives of American Jewish women. By the 1980s, American Jewish women, like American women in general, experienced increased participation in secular higher education, expanded occupational choices, and a greater presence in the labor force. Despite the increased participation of Jewish women in secular education and work outside of the home, many American Jewish women remained committed to their ethnic community and lifestyle, successfully blending Jewish and
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feminist values in their lives. Rivers’ embodiment of the Yiddish *yente* echoed this commitment to Jewish culture by continuing to connect Rivers to her ethnic identity through her comedy.

**Changing Cultures and Changing Content: Joan Rivers and the Beauty Myth**

The rise of celebrity gossip was not the only cultural force that inspired Rivers’ new material in the 1980s. Like the 1960s, and 1970s, the 1980s were a time of serious change in America. The decade began with the election of Ronald Reagan and the rise of the New Right. This change in tide for American politics marked the beginning of a widespread backlash to feminism. Many of the social and policy goals for members of the New Right revolved around reversing the changes that second-wave feminism had acquired for American women. The men at the forefront of this movement wanted the country to return to the defined gender roles of the 1950s, where women stayed at home and men went to work. Susan Faludi has written extensively about the 1980s backlash to second-wave feminism. She argues that women were subjected to two conflicting narratives in the cultural climate of the 1980s: first, that women had won their equality and were not successful and; second, that women’s success caused them to feel unhappy. Faludi contends that the true reason for women’s unhappiness in the 1980s was that their quest for equality was being pushed back and thwarted.¹⁶⁸

According to Faludi, the gains that women made in the 1970s as a result of the women’s movement were viewed as a threat to men. In reality, the gains made were actually quite small, and women in the 1980s were still far from equal to men. Women were still making less money than men for the same job, and they were still segregated into jobs that were perceived as
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“women’s work.” Before women’s quest for equal rights could be achieved, backlash against the women’s movement helped strike it down. This backlash appeared in politics, with the defeat of the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA), the U.S. Supreme Court’s move toward reconsidering their support of abortion, and the election of Ronald Reagan, whose policies did not support the women’s rights movement. There was also a social and cultural backlash to feminism. One of the most effective anti-feminist backlash strategies was the creation and dissemination of the beauty myth.

The beauty myth is a term that Naomi Wolf coined to describe the media’s use of “images of female beauty as a political weapon against women’s advancement.” Wolf argues that the beauty myth took over for Friedan’s “religion” of domesticity and functions in a similar way. The beauty myth encapsulates societal expectations for the physical appearance of women. In the 1980s, this meant thin but athletic bodies and a willingness to undergo cosmetic surgery in order to fix perceived flaws. These tenets of the beauty myth factor heavily into Rivers’ celebrity content.

When Rivers speaks about female celebrities, she usually speaks about their physical appearance. She likes to speculate about which stars have gotten plastic surgery, share her
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disgust about stars who are overweight, and make fun of famous women that she deems ugly. Despite the cultural shifts in female beauty expectations that occurred during the women’s movement of the 1960s, ‘70s, and early ‘80s, Rivers chose to support the oppressive messaging of the beauty industry. These shifts, spurred by noteworthy feminist demonstrations against popular female beauty ideals, like the 1968 Miss America Pageant protests, called into question the validity of cultural beauty expectations for women. Even though Rivers clearly benefitted from the gains of feminism, she did not support prominent feminist ideas about female beauty in her act. Instead, Rivers completely bought into the beauty myth in her comedy content.

In many ways, this antifeminist material was surprising because of Rivers’ public support for feminist causes. On The Tonight Show in 1978, Rivers announced her support for the Equal Rights Amendment, stating that women are given “half a loaf” for doing the same work as men.173 Additionally, Rivers revealed that she identified as a feminist in a 1986 interview with Playboy.174 Despite her personal and political beliefs, Rivers performed stand-up content that did not line up with conventional feminist views about body acceptance. River's choice to not perform standup that supports feminism was likely tied to the mainstream cultural shift away from progressive beliefs. Though the feminist movement did not disappear, it had slowed down significantly by the mid-1980s. This was likely due to the cultural and political backlash against feminism that attempted to cast the women’s movement in a bad light. During the 1980s, groups like Jerry Falwell’s Moral Majority and the Heritage Foundation worked tirelessly to turn the clock back to the traditional family values of the 1950s. Concerns were raised about feminism's impact on everything from marriage and birth rates to the economy and masculinity. For many conservative Americans, especially members of the New Right, feminism became a catch-all
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term for the problems present in American society in the 1980s. Even Betty Friedan, the so-called mother of second-wave feminism, criticized the movement in her 1981 book *The Second Stage*. Freidan critiqued feminism for its aggressive, masculine political tactics despite the fact that they were tactics that she helped create. Instead, she called for a more passive and genteel approach that relied on volunteerism rather than action. It’s possible that as the status quo changed and feminisms popularity waned, Rivers was willing to eschew her personal beliefs in her act in order to appeal to a larger audience.

Beauty expectations were an ever-present topic in Rivers’ act. In Rivers’ material, one of the most commonly discussed beauty expectations was weight. In the 1980s Rivers’ obsession with her weight turned outward as she policed female celebrities who did not maintain a slim figure. There was a level of toxicity in the way that Rivers discussed weight in her act, especially when those discussions were about other people. Instead of subverting society’s expectations for women’s bodies, Rivers played right into them by ridiculing female celebrities who did not possess the ideal body type for the era. One of Rivers’ favorite victims was actress Elizabeth Taylor. Despite her decision to take a step back from acting, Taylor remained a popular celebrity in the 1980s. She was also considered one of the most beautiful women in the world during her prime. Additionally, she was a tabloid favorite who often appeared in Rivers’ most beloved tabloid the *National Enquirer*. Though Taylor had a controversial personal life including many ex-husbands and a messy affair, she was almost never depicted negatively in the tabloids. Perhaps that is one of the reasons why Rivers took it upon herself to ridicule Taylor, ruthlessly attacking her for her fuller figure and making constant fat jokes at her expense.
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There are two reasons why Rivers chose to target Elizabeth Taylor. First, she was one of the most famous women in the world who constantly appeared in the pages of magazines. This notoriety meant that audiences were sure to know who Rivers was talking about. Second, despite her weight gain, Rivers claimed that Taylor remained an object of sexual attraction for men. This likely incensed Rivers, who repeatedly equated thinness with beauty in her act and constantly complained about her lack of sex appeal despite her smaller figure. If Rivers had trouble attracting a man as a slim woman, how could Taylor attract so many men while overweight? There was also an ethnic component to Rivers’ decision to mock Taylor. Elizabeth Taylor was a WASP and a paragon of ideal feminine beauty. Rivers could never attain Taylor’s level of idealized femininity because of her Jewish ethnicity. By ridiculing Elizabeth Taylor, Rivers reinforced her position as an outsider who doesn’t belong. The sheer volume of jokes about Taylor in Rivers’ act point to a level of enjoyment on Rivers’ part. Rivers took pleasure in Taylor’s weight gain, because it prevented Taylor from maintaining her status as a paragon of feminine beauty. Taylor was no longer an example of the idealized femininity that Rivers could never reach. Perhaps through her jokes, Rivers was attempting to saddle Taylor with the same insider/outsider dynamic that she embodied in her act. Taylor was a world-famous, glamorous, attractive actress, but Rivers framed her as an outsider by mercilessly mocking her weight gain.

When Rivers spoke about Taylor, it was like a machine gun of jokes. They came one after the other, each one more brutal than the last. During a 1981 appearance on The Tonight Show, Rivers joked, “She had her ears pierced, gravy came out,” “I took her to a bakery, she took all the numbers,” “She had a bumper sticker: ‘Eat the whales,’” and “She was gonna sue me for
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five million dollars, or one year’s grocery bill.”¹⁸⁰ Two years later in one of her comedy albums, she exclaimed, “Mosquitos see her and scream ‘Buffet!’,” “Her thighs are going condo,” “She has more chins than a Chinese phone book,” “This woman can moon Europe,” and “She puts mayonnaise on an Aspirin.”¹⁸¹ These jokes were the beginning of Rivers turning her aggression outward instead of on herself. They also illustrated Rivers’ performance of contempt for overweight people. This likely stemmed from Rivers’ upbringing during an era that categorized being overweight as a moral failure. Rivers often performed a disdain for overweight people when she spoke about Elizabeth Taylor. This was most apparent when she responded to the audience’s groans after one of her Elizabeth Taylor fat jokes. On two different occasions, Rivers turned to the audience and screamed, “Oh, like it’s my fault she’s fat. It’s not my fault. I didn’t stuff the potatoes in her mouth.”¹⁸² Rivers’ obsession with weight supported the overall messaging of women’s magazines, the diet industry, and the fitness fad of the 1980s. It was also indicative of Rivers’ upbringing in an era that glorified thin women.

However, Rivers brought a new perspective to the messaging by using humor to perpetuate it. These jokes serve as an equalizer between Rivers and Taylor. Rivers’ jokes about Taylor are a form of “punching up” in order to bring a person down to your level. This material invites the audience to join Rivers on the moral high ground and ridicule someone who has become overweight due to some alleged moral failure. The humor of these jokes was their function as status equalizers, as well as their exaggerated subject matter. Rivers’ jokes about Taylor were also a way for Rivers to performatively cosign an insidious cultural mindset about overweight people. According to some of Rivers’ jokes, Taylor’s weight gain stemmed from a lack of self-control. In other words, it was Taylor’s fault that she gained weight. This is
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problematic, because it places complete accountability on individuals and fails to take into account the social, cultural, and biological factors that play a role in weight fluctuation. Through her Elizabeth Taylor jokes, Rivers gives her audience a comedic opportunity to look down upon a rich, successful female celebrity.

In addition to the ascendance of celebrity gossip, the 1980s marked a newfound concentration on physical fitness in American culture. Unlike previous decades, exercise in the 1980s was not about health concerns, but rather physical appearance.¹⁸³ This fascination went as far up as the presidency. In 1983, Ronald Reagan promoted physical fitness by appearing on the cover of Parade magazine doing bicep curls. This particular form of exercise fit in with the coveted aesthetic of the 1980s, sculpted muscular bodies. This newfound concentration on muscular bodies caused an increase in the number of health clubs across the nation.¹⁸⁴ The cultural obsession with fitness was also present in the media. In the 1980s, there were countless books and videos released about physical fitness. Many of these fitness-related materials featured well-known celebrities promoting the secrets of their fitness regimens.¹⁸⁵ The most famous celebrity fitness aficionado was actress and activist Jane Fonda. Her workout videos were incredibly popular, so much so that Rivers joked about them in her act. During a 1983 stand-up performance, Rivers asks the audience if they do the Jane Fonda exercise videos. She then asks, “Is that Hitler in a curly wig?”¹⁸⁶ In another performance she references Fonda and declares, “She’s too much into exercise now, I’m sorry. I heard after her last baby was born she made a jump rope with the umbilical cord. The woman, all she thinks about is exercise. She has a

vibrator with pedals.”\textsuperscript{187} These jokes about Fonda were always used as a means to mock the public obsession with working out. Rivers makes it clear in these moments that she does not work out. In fact, she goes as far as to say, “If God wanted me to lift my leg he would’ve put a string on the end of my toe.”\textsuperscript{188}

Rivers’ jokes about Fonda are another example of her struggle with assimilation. Like Elizabeth Taylor, Fonda was a WASP and represented a form of idealized beauty that Rivers could never achieve. Unlike Taylor, however, Fonda was not overweight. She was actually in the process of building a very successful fitness empire. Instead of attacking Fonda for her outward appearance, Rivers focused on the effort Fonda put into maintaining her idealized body. Though Rivers admitted to taking certain measures to change her appearance, such as dieting and plastic surgery, in her act she did not support Fonda’s efforts to do the same. Essentially, Rivers made fun of Fonda for working to achieve her idealized body in an effort to denigrate her. This is likely because Fonda embodied the idealized femininity that Rivers constantly worked towards but could never achieve. Again, Rivers’ Jewish ethnicity prevented her from obtaining the idealized form of beauty in the 1980s. Additionally, by including these jokes about Jane Fonda and the 1980s exercise craze, Rivers shows that her finger is on the pulse of pop culture. This is a clear example of how her shift to celebrity content helped Rivers keep her act current.

Despite mocking Jane Fonda and the exercise movement, Rivers still perpetuated the cultural expectation of thinness in the 1980s. Her attitude about weight was likely influenced by popular media at the time. Magazines were flooded with ads from the diet and fashion industries, which were likely harmful for female readers. In the 1980s, the number of women with eating disorders rose dramatically. In 1984, some women’s magazines found that 60 percent of
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American women had trouble eating, and a *Glamour* poll of 33,000 women found that 75 percent believed they were “too fat.”

Clearly, the social and cultural obsession with weight in the 1980s negatively impacted many women’s perceptions of their body. The cultural obsession with weight was ever-present in Rivers’ comedy content, especially in her jokes about herself and Elizabeth Taylor. The popularity of Rivers’ Elizabeth Taylor jokes in particular suggest just how pervasive American society’s obsession with weight was in the 1980s. No longer under the control of the cult of domesticity, women now had to face a new enemy: the unobtainable female body ideal.

Rivers took her obsession with weight a step further when she interviewed Oprah Winfrey on *The Tonight Show* in 1985. The interview is difficult to watch because of how direct Rivers was about Oprah’s weight and how visibly uncomfortable Oprah appears. In the interview, Oprah talks about how she used to do pageants when she was about 50 pounds thinner. Rivers immediately asks her how she gained the weight, forcing Oprah to disclose that she ate a lot. Rivers then tells Oprah, “You said 50 pounds, you shouldn’t let that happen to you! …you’re a pretty girl and you’re single. You must lose the weight!”

The interview was so traumatizing for Oprah that 31 years later she wrote about it on her website, recalling just how mortifying the experience was. It was one thing for Rivers to make jokes at Elizabeth Taylor’s expense, but it was an entirely different issue for Rivers to look Oprah in the eyes and tell her to lose weight. Unlike when she performed her Elizabeth Taylor material, Rivers was not joking when she spoke to Oprah about her weight. When Oprah tells Rivers that she gained weight
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because she ate a lot, the studio audience laughs. Rivers immediately turns to the audience and repeatedly says “no” until they stop laughing. Once the laughter dies down, Rivers proceeds to tell Oprah to lose weight. When she says this, she does not laugh, smile, or do anything else to indicate that she is joking. Instead, she looks Oprah in the eye and speaks to her in a serious manner. Usually, Rivers’ role as a comedian excused her brutal physical critiques of celebrities. However, in this particular instance, the absence of Rivers’ familiar humor did not provide that excuse. It is impossible to know how Rivers actually felt about Oprah or her weight, but it is clear that Rivers deviated from her usual playful style in this interview.

In her comments, Rivers also insinuates that no man will want Oprah at her current weight and that a woman’s goal should be to get a man. This interview reveals Rivers was willing to tell a famous woman to lose weight on national television. Rivers was in a unique position as the only female late-night television host, albeit in a temporary capacity. Instead of using her platform to elevate other women, in this instance she used it as a way to publicly tear someone down. A male host likely would not comment on a female guest’s weight gain, but River’s identity as a woman allowed her to comment on women’s bodies. Rivers’ interaction with Oprah is also interesting because of Oprah’s role as a female talk show host. Though Oprah hosted a daytime talk show, Rivers may have viewed her as a competitor. During the 1980s, there were only three prominent female talk-show hosts. Rivers was the only female late-night host, and Oprah and Sally Jessy Raphael were the only women with their own daytime talk shows. In an industry dominated by men, competition was likely fierce between the small
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number of women who achieved success. Perhaps Rivers wanted to publicly denigrate Oprah in order to raise her own status.

Additionally, there is a racial aspect to Rivers’ critiques. Though the civil rights movement of the 1950s, ‘60s, and ‘70s brought about important changes, including laws against discrimination on the basis of race and laws against obstacles to voter registration for black Americans, racism persisted in the United States during the 1980s. Negative attitudes toward black Americans solidified Oprah’s distinction as an outsider despite her success. Due to her Jewish ethnicity, Rivers likely identified with Oprah’s status as an outsider, though their positions were hardly equivalent. Rivers’ Jewishness was far less marginalizing than Oprah’s race. However, Rivers’ interview with Oprah revealed an important distinction between the two women beyond their racial identities. Throughout her career, Rivers showed a willingness to meet popular beauty ideals in an effort to assimilate into American culture. Oprah, on the other hand, seemed less concerned with meeting those same ideals in this particular interview. I argue that Rivers’ criticism of Oprah is connected to her identity as a Jewish woman and her continued struggle to achieve assimilation.

Though the status of Jewish people improved in the postwar years, some Jewish people continued to struggle with assimilation. By the late 1970s, America, “had moved away from its melting-pot ideal, where everyone was supposed to be alike, and given way to a salad-bowl America that legitimated an increasingly pluralist national character.”\textsuperscript{194} Despite this change, Jewish people continued to struggle with acclimating to American life. Physical appearance was an area of assimilation that many Jewish women felt pressure to achieve. Historically, certain physical characteristics have been coded “Jewish” in American society, such as certain noses,

dark curly hair, and larger thighs and wider hips. In mid-century America, it was common for Jewish women to undergo cosmetic surgery to “fix” their noses in order to successfully assimilate. They may also have straightened their hair, dyed it a lighter color, and lost weight in order to hide their “Jewish” shape. Nose jobs were an exceptionally popular practice in the 1960s and ‘70s. In many cases, wealthy families paid for their children to get cosmetic surgery in order to help them integrate into mainstream culture and to shield them from the stigma left over from WWII. Though these practices were less common by the 1980s, Rivers was likely strongly influenced by her upbringing during the postwar era. Additionally, Rivers’ desire to assimilate into American culture was presumably heightened as the child of immigrants. Therefore, Rivers’ comments toward Oprah may have come from a place of fear for Jewish women in the late twentieth century. Rivers’ insistence that Oprah lose weight may have been connected to her own anxieties and fears about assimilation. For a society that laid out clear parameters for women’s physical appearance, failing to meet those standards could result in rejection.

During her interview with Oprah, Rivers seemed exacerbated by Oprah’s joking attitude in regard to her weight. I contend that Rivers was frustrated by Oprah’s failure to work toward assimilation by altering her physical appearance to meet ideal beauty standards. After Oprah makes the joke about eating too much, Rivers appears frustrated with Oprah’s lighthearted attitude toward her weight. When Rivers proceeds to tell Oprah she has to lose the weight, she

---

wags her finger at Oprah, seemingly cajoling her for her apparent lack of concern. It’s as if Rivers was frustrated by Oprah’s inability or refusal to recognize that in order to mitigate her role as an outsider, Oprah needed to strive to reach the popular beauty ideals of the 1980s. Though their positions as outsiders were different due to the status that Rivers’ whiteness provided, Rivers presumably identified with Oprah as a fellow outsider. By telling her to lose weight, Rivers is giving Oprah advice on how to successfully assimilate into mainstream American culture. Despite the fact that neither Rivers nor Oprah could achieve the idealized WASP beauty of 1980s America, Rivers still pushed Oprah toward physical assimilation in order to shield her from a culture that was historically unkind to outsiders. Indeed, Rivers knew how cruel people could be to those who failed to meet society’s expectations for women. In fact, by the 1980s, for the sake of her comedy, Rivers was that cruel person.

Rivers’ humorous critiques about weight were not limited to people she deemed overweight. In her act, Rivers also made fun of people for being too skinny. During a show after Karen Carpenter’s death from anorexia in 1983, Rivers quipped, “I don’t feel sorry for anybody who’s so thin she can be buried in pleats.” The audience became hysterical with anger, upset over the callousness of Rivers’ joke. Rivers made this joke at a time when the number of women with eating disorders in the United States was skyrocketing. Making light of eating disorders fit in with Rivers’ pattern of addressing women’s issues, since at the end of the twentieth century, 90 percent of anorexics were female. However, since eating disorders were a growing problem for American women, and Karen Carpenter was a beloved musical artist, the joke likely hit too close to home for the women in the audience. It seems that Rivers viewed weight in a Goldilocks sense. She made fun of women who she deemed overweight, and she
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made fun of women who were “too skinny.” It’s safe to assume that somewhere in between the two, there was a weight that Rivers deemed just right.

Rivers’ attacks on celebrities focused on more than just their weight. She also enjoyed calling out female celebrities for being ugly or dumb. Her claim that “God divides” meant that if you were rich, you were ugly, and if you were beautiful, you were dumb. Therefore, the women she called ugly were all extremely rich, including Queen Elizabeth, Christina Onassis, and Gloria Vanderbilt. This is another example of Rivers utilizing the comedic strategy of “punching up,” or going after people of higher status, in her act. She criticized Gloria Vanderbilt for her plastic surgery, saying “That pulled back face, it’s like they gave her an enema with a vacuum cleaner,” “Every time she crosses her legs the mouth snaps open,” and “She looks like she sat on a spike.”201 This line of criticism fit in well with the cultural trends at the time, because plastic surgery was very popular in the 1980s. In fact, Rivers had already begun to have work done in the 1970s, and by the 1980s, plastic surgery played a large role in her public persona. She viewed plastic surgery as a way to “get beautiful” and attempt to meet society’s beauty demands. Rivers’ jokes about Gloria Vanderbilt, a prominent, wealthy WASP, were another example of her struggles with assimilation as she worked tirelessly to meet modern beauty standards through plastic surgery.202 She even had her nose thinned in 1985, which is a clear sign of Rivers’ attempts to physically assimilate into American culture. Rivers’ decision to undergo cosmetic surgery on her nose, despite changing cultural trends, points to her upbringing during a time that viewed cosmetic surgery as a viable tool for assimilation. Though it is impossible to know why Rivers chose to go under the knife, it is safe to presume that the culture she grew up in played an important role in her decision to get a nose job.

In addition to attacking Gloria Vanderbilt for her plastic surgery, Rivers called the Royal family “a bunch of dogs” and proceeded to bark.\textsuperscript{203} Rivers often barked or referred to people as “bow wows” instead of outright calling them ugly. One of her favorite celebrities to call ugly was Christina Onassis. In her 1983 comedy album, Rivers refers to Onassis as “the ugliest woman in the world,” and then barks. She repeatedly jokes that the first time she met Christina Onassis, “I thought she was in a fur coat. She was in a strapless dress. She is not attractive.”\textsuperscript{204} This material was problematic, because it directly contrasted the beliefs that many second-wave feminists cultivated in the 1960s and ‘70s. Feminists adopted the stance that the media’s focus on women’s outward appearance and the pressures of the beauty industry were a disservice to women.\textsuperscript{205} Again, Rivers reinforced the suffocating beauty standards of the 1980s by holding famous women accountable for their physical appearance.

Beautiful women were not exempt from Rivers’ criticism. In the 1980s, actress Bo Derek epitomized the new expectations for the ideal female body with her fit, athletic frame. According to Rivers and popular media, Derek was one of the most beautiful women in the world during the 1980s, which made her a prime target for River’s ridicule.\textsuperscript{206} In her act, Rivers equated being beautiful with being dumb. Therefore, in Rivers’ comedic content, Derek’s cultural position as one of the most beautiful women in the world also made her one of the dumbest. During one performance, she exclaims, “…this woman is an idiot! She studies for her pap test,” and “She lost out at charades to Ray Charles.”\textsuperscript{207} In another performance, she jokes, “She turned down the role of Helen Keller, she shouldn’t remember the lines.”\textsuperscript{208} Like Elizabeth Taylor and Jane
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Fonda, Bo Derek embodied an idealized form of WASP beauty that Rivers could never attain due to her Jewish ethnicity. Similar to her jokes about Jane Fonda, Rivers could not successfully attack Derek for her looks, so instead she targeted her intelligence. By calling Derek dumb in her act, Rivers punched up at a popular, beautiful woman in order to lower Derek’s status and to elevate her own.

One of the benefits of making fun of female celebrities was that Rivers was likely saying things that many people in her audience thought but were too afraid to voice. This is especially true for her female audience members who were more likely to keep up with popular culture. It is telling that Rivers chose to attack female celebrities instead of male celebrities. I argue that this is because it fit in with the female-centric theme of her comedy act, and Rivers was more comfortable talking about women than she was talking about men. It also aligned with cultural expectations that women’s bodies were up for comment and men’s were not. Furthermore, there were complex power dynamics in play at the time. It was not normal for women to assert the power necessary to entertain and control an audience. Earlier in her career, Rivers mitigated this power difference through her self-deprecatory material, but it was also a concern with her celebrity content. If Rivers had stood in front of a crowd and ridiculed male celebrities, that would have thrown off the power balance she had so carefully constructed. Additionally, Rivers thrived off the shock value that these attacks provided, because many of the statements Rivers made about female celebrities were outrageous and over-the-top. Therefore, Rivers chose to attack and critique female celebrities, because it provided shock value and inventiveness to her act.

Rivers also attacked politicians and their wives in her act. During a 1983 performance in London, Rivers speaks candidly about her concern for modern American politics. She states, “I
think America right now politically is in a lot of trouble. We have nobody really terrific.” She then segues into a joke about First Ladies. She claims, “Every president’s wife has been a drunk,” and singles out Mamie Eisenhower, saying, “They said it was ear trouble. She couldn’t hear them say ‘You’ve had enough?’” She also quips, “Lady Bird Johnson began to drink when she realized those two daughters came out of her,” and Pat Nixon, “Began to drink when she realized she had to sleep with him.” Not even the President’s children were safe. She tells the audience that little Amy Carter made her feel, “ashamed to be an American.” She alleges that one year during the White House Christmas tree lighting Amy Carter, “Scratched her crotch on television,” and jokes that her response at the time was, “God almighty, the President’s daughter got crabs.” Though Rivers extolls the current First Lady Nancy Reagan for her elegance during the performance, she still calls her “a mean bitch” and jokes that, “She told Helen Keller ‘You shut up, I’m still talking.’” She briefly mentions President Reagan and a few of the other presidential candidates. However, Rivers chose to focus her attacks on women, in this case, the wives and female daughters of American presidents. Additionally, discussing prominent American political figures may have been another example of Rivers assimilating to American culture. She repeatedly refers to America as “the best country in the world,” and declares that she, “Wouldn’t live any place else.” Her public declarations of patriotism signaled an in-group attitude. As an assimilated American, Rivers had the right to criticize American politics. This sense of national pride and belonging was likely doubly important for a child of immigrants like Rivers. Despite her Jewish ethnicity, Rivers was born an American citizen, which was a luxury her parents did not have. This presumably impacted the importance that Rivers placed on her identity as an American.

---

Rivers’ celebrity content was regularly questioned by the media, and Rivers often had to defend her content. In a 1982 interview with Barbara Walters, Walters noted, “When you do your act, you’ll take on anybody,” and Rivers responds by saying, “But with love. These are my dear friends. I only talk about the truly greats.” In this sense, Rivers frames her material as the ultimate compliment, because “the people have to know who I’m talking about.” Walters then questioned whether Rivers had ever been sued by any of the celebrities she mocked in her act. Rivers replies with a head shake and says, “Because everything I say is true, Barbara. How can they sue me?”211 This line of questioning and the public fascination with Rivers’ jokes about celebrities solidified the effectiveness of this style of comedy. In the 1980s, Rivers was notorious for her celebrity jokes, and her relationship with those celebrities became a matter of public obsession. Part of the humor of these jokes was the way that Rivers presented her relationship to the celebrities. Before she made one of her cruel jokes, Rivers would often call the women her “dear friend.” She did this with Queen Elizabeth, Christina Onassis, and Elizabeth Taylor.212 This added to the humor of the jokes, because it was so shocking and ridiculous to think that a woman would speak about her close friends in such a cruel manner. It is also important to note that these women were not actually Rivers’ good friends. It is unclear whether Rivers ever even met Onassis. There are no photographs of the two together or articles referencing a meeting. However, there are photos of Rivers and Elizabeth Taylor together at a charity event in 1985. The event, co-hosted by Rivers and Taylor, was apparently the first time the two women met.213 Beyond that event, there is no indication that the women developed a friendship or stayed in contact. Rivers’ jokes about Queen Elizabeth were particularly funny because her claim of
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friendship with the Queen of England was hard to believe. Though Rivers did eventually meet the Queen, they were not good friends. However, Rivers did develop an unlikely lifelong friendship with the Queen’s son, Prince Charles.²¹⁴ Rivers spent a great deal of her early career solidifying her status as a cultural outsider. In doing so, she made friendships with women like Queen Elizabeth and Elizabeth Taylor, who were the very definition of insiders seem impossible. Her claims of friendship also leaned into the gossip side of this style of comedy, because if a woman did say horrible things about one of her friends, it likely wouldn’t be to her face. It is in these moments, when Rivers insults her “friends,” that she most clearly embodies the negative and toxic reputation of gossip.

Rivers’ transition toward celebrity gossip in the 1980s was indicative of several social, cultural, and political shifts of the era. The rise of the celebrity gossip industry, the election of Ronald Reagan, the evolution of the New Right, the cultural promotion of the beauty myth, and the fitness craze of the 1980s all played a role in shaping Rivers’ new comedy content and style. Though Rivers continued to include self-deprecatory humor in her act, the addition of celebrity content signified a concerted effort by Rivers to stay relevant in a changing society. This move also continued to showcase Rivers’ identity as a Jewish woman. By embodying the Jewish gossip-mongering yente and continuing to include self-deprecation in her act, Rivers upheld the inclusion of her ethnic identity in her comedy persona. Additionally, Rivers’ use of gossip fit in perfectly with her women-centered content. By focusing on female celebrities, Rivers maintained her identity as a female comedian who creates content for women. Unlike the self-deprecatory style of the 1960s and ‘70s, which was already proven successful by Rivers’ female comedian predecessors, Rivers’ celebrity gossip style was groundbreaking. Rivers’ creation of the female

celebrity-centered style of comedy paved the way for future female comedians and cemented her status as a comedy legend.
Chapter 4

Conclusion

Joan Rivers’ road to *Fashion Police* was not always linear, but her stylistic shift in the 1980s paved the way for Rivers’ future endeavors in fashion and celebrity satire. The changes that Rivers’ comedic style and material underwent over the span of her nearly 60-year career often mirrored significant social and cultural shifts in American society. As Rivers’ career progressed, she transitioned from a self-deprecatory style of humor to a celebrity gossip style of humor. Her content shifted from jokes mocking her physical appearance and lack of desirability to jokes mocking the appearance of female celebrities and their general shortcomings. These changes can be attributed to a number of factors, including increased competition for female comedians and the dwindling popularity of self-depreciating humor, but the most significant is the socio-historical moment in which they occurred. The changes that Rivers’ comedy content and style underwent during the first 30 years of her career coincided with various important developments in American culture, including the changing roles of women, the increased popularity of celebrity gossip, the rise of feminism, and Jewish assimilation. Therefore, River’s changing comedic content and style were a product of the social, political, and cultural changes occurring in America at the time.

The self-deprecatory style of humor that dominated the early years of Rivers’ career was a popular style for female comedians at the time. Additionally, focusing on her own alleged shortcomings in her performance helped Rivers showcase her identity as a Jewish woman, because self-deprecation was a tool often utilized in marginalized humor during that era. Though Rivers initially found success with a self-deprecatory style of humor, her content and style evolved in the 1980s. The shift that Rivers’ comedic content underwent in the 1980s
corresponded with seismic cultural shifts that occurred in the United States during the 1960s, ‘70s, and ‘80s. The rise of feminism, the emergence of the celebrity gossip industry, and the election of Ronald Reagan all played a role in Rivers’ changing style. Also, Rivers’ adoption of new comedy content was arguably an effort to remain relevant in a changing comedic landscape. Rivers’ change in comedy style and content was a result of a culmination of factors, including her identity as a Jewish woman, significant changes in American culture, and the state of the comedy industry at the time. This change in comedy content and style also provided Rivers with an opportunity to communicate her identity as a Jewish woman in new ways. Rivers’ comedy remained feminized and filled with Jewish references, but the new celebrity gossip content in Rivers’ act gave her the creative freedom to establish a fresh style of comedy. The viciousness of Rivers’ celebrity material earned her the reputation as the “Queen of Mean,” which she carried proudly for the rest of her life.

As I come to the end of this thesis, I feel it is important to address its shortcomings and limitations, the biggest two being time and space. Due to the limited amount of time I had to complete this thesis and the average length of a graduate thesis, I narrowed my focus to a particular period of time in Joan Rivers’ expansive career as a comedian. With more time I would have explored how Rivers presented her identity as a Jewish woman beyond the first 30 years of her career. The inclusion of Rivers’ contemporary comedy content would have allowed analysis of her material through the lens of a postfeminist society. Through this analysis I could have explored how postfeminism’s narrative that feminism succeeded and the fight for gender equality is no longer necessary may have impacted Rivers’ comedy material. I could have discussed how Rivers’ more recent material engaged with postfeminist ideas, like femininity as
bodily property, self-surveillance and discipline, and the makeover paradigm. These facets of postfeminism would provide context for changing attitudes about the importance of physical attractiveness and the surveillance of the female body. This line of exploration would have fit in well with the themes of changing female body ideals and beauty expectations that I analyzed throughout this project. By looking at Rivers’ comedy through a postfeminist lens, I could have explored how she reinforced and subverted postfeminist ideas in her comedy content. Additionally, expanding the time frame covered in this project would have opened up opportunities to discuss how the emergence of new technologies, such as the rise of social media and a changing comedy landscape, may have impacted Rivers’ content and style.

Due to the limited scope of this project, I was not able to discuss various aspects of Rivers’ life and career that interest me, including her time as a red-carpet correspondent, which took her celebrity-focused comedy to a whole new level. I would have liked to explore the dynamics of the red-carpet interview, including its comedic potential, as well as the industrial function of the red carpet. Furthermore, I would have enjoyed looking into the gendered aspect of red-carpet coverage and how that fit with Rivers’ overall focus on women’s issues in her act. Though this project is framed as Rivers’ journey to Fashion Police, I was not able to perform an in-depth analysis of Rivers’ time or work on the show. I would have liked to analyze how Rivers combined fashion and comedy on QVC and Fashion Police. Exploring Rivers’ penchant for merging the comedy industry with the fashion industry would make for a compelling industrial analysis. Also, this line of inquiry would have provided more comedy content to analyze from a different historical era, as well as further opportunities to explore Rivers’ performance of her multi-faceted identity.

Another limitation of this project was my lack of access to resources like physical archives due to Covid-19. Archives like the New York Public Library’s collection of clippings about Joan Rivers from 1965 through 2009, and the Library of Congress’s collection of Johnny Carson papers from 1970 through 1992 could have added further information and historical context to this project. I was also unable to acquire access to Johnny Carson’s *Tonight Show* video archive through the Johnny Carson website. The website states that every episode and segment from Johnny Carson’s 30-year run on *The Tonight Show* have been digitized, catalogued and are available for clip licensing. Unfortunately that means that this resource is only available to those willing to pay for each individual clip. This excludes researchers who want to utilize the content for academic purposes. Without access to an organized catalogue of clips from Johnny Carson’s *Tonight Show*, I was forced to rely on clips of Rivers on *The Tonight Show* posted by third party users on YouTube. This complicated my work, because many of the clips did not include an original air date, so I couldn’t discern what year some of the clips were from. As a result, I was unable to contextualize some of the content within Rivers’ career. Ultimately, I was at the mercy of YouTube to provide me with clips from Rivers’ comedic performances. On the other hand, being able to access so much of Rivers’ comedy content on YouTube provided my research with an advantage that many earlier scholars did not have. Before the creation of YouTube, scholars may have had to purchase box sets of *The Tonight Show*, or comb through limited physical archives, like the Library of Congress’s collection of NBC television programs which only houses programs from 1948 through 1977, to find pertinent content. Though I did not always have a clear timeline for the content I found on YouTube, I was able to find an impressive collection of relevant Joan Rivers footage from the 1960s, ‘70s, and ‘80s.
Though this project focuses on a single performer, the breadth and diversity of the ideas it covers provides a wide array of possible topics for further research. This thesis’ focus on Rivers’ career from the 1960s to the 1990s gives scholars an opportunity to examine Rivers’ career from the 1990s onward in-depth. By examining Rivers’ career after the 1980s, scholars could trace the many nuanced changes her comedy style and content underwent up until her death in 2014. In doing so, scholars could further contextualize Rivers’ comedy style and content in specific socio-historical moments. Furthermore, the scope of this project is quite narrow. By focusing on Rivers’ identity as a Jewish female comedian, other important facets of her identity were not explored in-depth. Further research could expand upon the subject matter of this thesis by broadening the analysis to include other aspects of Rivers’ personal identity, such as social class and age. Looking at Rivers’ social class, especially during her upbringing and the early years of her career, could offer important insight into additional influences on her comedy content and style. It would be compelling to explore how Rivers’ childhood as a middle-class Jewish girl may have factored into her comedy. It could also further contextualize Rivers in a specific moment in American history and help expand upon ideas about Jewish assimilation in postwar America. Similarly, analyzing the role of age in Rivers’ comedy identity would be highly relevant to a study that explores a performer’s life across several decades. I briefly discussed Rivers’ comedy content about her aging body in this project but expanding upon that analysis could offer further reasons for Rivers’ changing content and style throughout her career. An exploration of the role of Rivers’ age throughout her career could also prove a fruitful avenue for comparing the careers of several aging female comedians, such as Lily Tomlin and Kathy Griffin, in order to determine how aging, along with other factors, may impact the careers of women in comedy. Overall, expanding my analysis of Rivers’ gender and Jewishness to include
social class and age would further contextualize Rivers’ career in specific moments, and offer additional explanations for Rivers’ changing content and style throughout her career.

In this project, I focused on Rivers’ live stand-up performances, her guest hosting on *The Tonight Show*, and her print and television interviews. However, Rivers’ career was not limited to these endeavors. She was also a successful author, jewelry designer, QVC saleswoman, red carpet correspondent, and actress. Looking into Rivers’ career across different forms of media was beyond the scope of this project but could prove to be a valuable area of study. The breadth of media that Rivers was involved in merits a closer examination of the transmedia aspect of Rivers’ career. Future research could look at whether Rivers’ content and style changed depending on the medium, and if so, how? This line of research could provide important insight into how regulation across different forms of media, like film and television, might influence comedy content. Additionally, scholars could look at how advancements in technology, especially the introduction of the Internet, may have inspired changes in Rivers’ content.

Analyzing Rivers’ 60-year career could create an opportunity to discuss how transmedia stardom has changed over time, especially in the wake of social media. This could lead to fruitful analysis of the changing nature of transmedia stardom in the age of social media, including the rise of the influencer and the cultural legitimation of reality stars. It may also be worthwhile to compare transmedia stardom today to a significant cultural period in the past, such as the transition from film to television that many film stars underwent in the 1950s. An analysis of that nature could attempt to explain what constitutes stardom in the modern era versus a cultural moment from the past, and why labelling someone a star remains an important cultural distinction.

In addition to transmedia stardom, it could also be beneficial to examine Rivers’ comedy career through direct comparison. It could be useful to analyze Rivers’ comedy style and content
in comparison to a modern Jewish female comedian in order to highlight the role that time period can play in shaping a comedian’s style and content. Comparing Rivers’ early career to a contemporary female comedian could also provide insight into how Rivers’ career may have influenced the female comedians who came after her. It may also be beneficial for scholars to do a comparison along gender lines in order to analyze and assess the role that gender played in comedy creation during a specific time period. Along those lines, further research could perform an in-depth analysis of the comedy industry during the 1960s, ‘70s, and ‘80s through the lens of Rivers’ career. That research could then be used as a point of comparison for the modern comedy industry, opening the door for new arguments about how the comedy industry has changed for female comedians in some ways, and how it has stayed the same in others.

Rivers’ comedy content about celebrity gossip is another rich area for further research. Scholars could look into how the creation of celebrity gossip websites brought a new dimension to the cultural fascination with celebrity and to Rivers’ celebrity content. There is also an opportunity to explore the postfeminist nature of Rivers’ celebrity content, particularly on her show *Fashion Police*. In doing so, scholars could compare Rivers’ early comedy content to her content post-1990 in order to discuss the changing landscape of feminism and its possible impact on Rivers’ career. Rivers’ celebrity content also brings up the issue of meanness. Future projects could consider the role of meanness in comedy and how Rivers’ celebrity content changed expectations for the decorum of female comedians. It may also be interesting to analyze Comedy Central’s roast of Joan Rivers and the idea of offering oneself up as a target for meanness. Finally, future research could focus on Rivers’ fixation with the female body in her comedy content. I touched on that repeatedly in this project, but it is an area that could be explored in more detail. This research could be extended to include multiple female comedians from
different socio-historical periods in order to compare how female comedians spoke about the female body at different times. This could provide valuable insight into popular cultural beliefs about the female body, as well as how female comedians use humor to subvert or reinforce physical expectations for women.

This project only analyzed Rivers’ career through the 1980s, but Rivers experienced continued success until her untimely death in 2014. After her stylistic shift during the 1980s, Rivers retained a focus on celebrity gossip in her comedy for the rest of her career. She laid the groundwork for other female comedians who joke about celebrities, including Joy Behar and Chelsea Handler. In many ways, the 1980s marked the birth of Rivers’ status as a comedy legend. She proved that her comedy was adaptive, and that she had the ability to create a style all her own. Rivers’ decision to continue to utilize celebrity gossip in her act after the 1980s can be attributed to several reasons. First, it’s safe to assume that Rivers retained her celebrity gossip style because it was a style she pioneered. She may have felt some sense of ownership over the style and therefore continued to include it in her act. Another reason could be that through her celebrity gossip content, Rivers found a way to keep her material relevant without making significant changes to it. Many of the jokes that Rivers told about people like Elizabeth Taylor and Christina Onassis could be updated by applying the same material to modern celebrities. The ever-changing nature of popular culture and the constant emergence of new celebrities made the style ideal for the creation of new jokes and the reappropriation of old jokes.

Perhaps the most convincing reason that Rivers maintained her focus on celebrities in her act was the continued cultural fascination with celebrity, a fascination that in many ways Rivers helped create. Following Rivers’ shift to celebrity content in the 1980s, American culture’s obsession with celebrities only grew. The 1990s and 2000s saw the rise of gossip blogs and
television networks dedicated to all things celebrity. These new creations were indicative of the level of dedication many Americans exhibited toward keeping up with celebrity news and culture. Through her comedic material, Rivers helped create a culture obsessed with the surveillance and degradation of celebrities, which likely played a role in the explosion of celebrity gossip-centered publications and websites that followed her comedic transition. Gossip blogger Perez Hilton even adopted Rivers’ cruel approach for his website, mocking the celebrities he covered by drawing on their pictures and cajoling them for their choices. The disdain and judgement that celebrity gossip sites like PerezHilton.com and TMZ adopted were likely influenced by Rivers’ brutal attacks on celebrities. In many ways, Joan Rivers helped create the opportunity for a show like Fashion Police to exist with her celebrity comedy material. Rivers made ridiculing celebrities for everything from their weight to their fashion choices an expected and acceptable form of criticism. In doing so, she unwittingly opened the door for her future self to step into the role of fashion expert and cultural purveyor on Fashion Police, and she helped create a celebrity culture that is still prevalent to this day.
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